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SGA President, VP, Run Unopposed
BY ALEX IALMAN
NewsWhter
On Wednesday, March 18, from £00
AM to 8:00 PM, students will be able to
vote in the Student Government Asso-
ciation {SGA) Executive Board election
in Mather Hall. The SGA Executive
Board is composed of four positions:
President, Executive Vice President, Vice
President of Finance, and Vice President
of Multicultural Affairs, all of which will
be decided in this election. Furthermore,
five at-large senators will be elected.
The Trinity College Student Hand-
book outlines the powers and duties of
thefourSGA posts. ThePresidenfsprivi-
leges, duties and obligations include,
most importantly; the responsibility of
maintaining communication between
the students, faculty, administration and
trustees. Alsonecessarytothejoijisrpre-
siding at all SGA meetings, calling spe-
cial meetings, signing SGA check
requests and transfers, holding office
hpuis,andmakingsuiEthatstttdeiitgov-
ernment at Trinity is running smoothly.
The President also has veto power over
the SGA legislature, as wdi as Aejpower
to censure other members of the SGA
who fail to fulfill their duties. In addi-
tion, he or she must meet with the Presi-
dent of the College, the Dean of Students,
and the Director of Student Activities on
a regular basis.
BillMahoney *99 is once again running
for the position of SGA President, and is
unopposed. Mahoney believes that his
running unopposed is more a tribute to
the job that he, along with the rest of the
SGA,hasdone this past year, rather than
- alack of student interest in running.
"Next year 1 hope to expand on what
see INCUMBENTS on page nine
PATRICK R.NOONAN
SGA President Bill Mahoney '99 and
Vice President Megan Fowler '99.
SARAH BETTENCOURTTrinity seniors enjoy the annual Senior Brunch tradition. mvaHring
good food, good friends, and good drinks- at KfcOO AM.
Trinity Public Relations Department
Strives To Improve National Image
B Y ELIZABETH PHMTY
Senior Editor
A few weeks ago, an ad ap-
peared in the Wall Street Jour-
nal congratulating the Trinity
squash team on their national
championship. Many won-
dered who placed this ad, why
it was in this newspaper and
what purpose it served. The
answers are Linda Campanella,
because it is a well read news-
paper (yet cheaper than The
New Yorfe Times) and because it
put Trinity's name out lor the
world to see.
In recent years, Trinity has
stepped up efforts to make its
name known. Not only have
public relations and marketing
strategies changed, but Presi-
dent Dobelle has also made put
a great-deal of effort into mak-
ing Trinity more visible.
Four years ago, Trinitys mar-
keting strategy was notfocused
VRfiJi ifliBKXXKT
From this unassuming house on Vemm Street; Linda
CamparieHaandtlteTriratyPRo^
on specific objectives. Rather,
events were publicized inahap-
hazard manner. In 1995, Linda
CampaateDa was hired by Presi-
dent Dobelle as Vice President
for Maikcting and Public Rela-
tions. Since that rime, the focus
has been on creating an inte-
grated strategic marketing cam-
paign with specific objectives
and strategies for achieving
those objectives.
One of the most important
questions the college is try ingto
answer through its marketing
caiapaigniswhy Trinity? Trin-
ity lias to give prospective stu-
dents as well as prospective
donors a reason to enroll at or
give toTrinityCollege. Often, a
student's or donor's only expe-
rience with Trinity is a short
campus%islt and the college's
reputation. Because of this,
Campaneila works closely with
both the admissions office and
the development office.
In order to encourage people
to chooseTrinity, the first strat-
egy is to create name recogni-
tion, TfeeEeaieseveralTrinitys,
including a large university in
Texas and an all girls school in
\S&shmgfQQ,DC According to
Campanelfa, "we don't have a
narional profile, so we have to
putalot of effort into name rec-
ognition. President Dobelle
. see PR on page six
Academic Probation
Continues To Rise
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
News Editor
According to several sources,
the number of students on Aca-
demic Probation has been con-
sistently increasing for the past
several years. This trend has re-
cently been increased by the
new policy that restricts drop-
weeks of the semester. However,
the exact degree of the increase
is unknown because of a policy
which prohibits the release of
Academic Probation statistics.
Nonetheless, more Trinity stu-
dents are being placed on pro-
bation each semester.
The Student Handbookstates
that a student will be placed on
probation by the Academic Af-
fairs Committee if he or she
does not maintain good aca-
demic standing or "by a major-
ity vote of the Committee, if at
any time it determines that aca-
demic work has been ne-
glected." Good academic
standing involves completingat
least 4.0 credits per semester,
receiving a minimum GPA of C-
minus, and passing every
course worth .5 credits or more.
Once placed on Academic
Probation, the student nfust ful-
fill the minimum standards of
good academic standing, take
all classes without the pass/fail
option, and complete all course
work on time. If a student in-
curs Academic Probation for
two consecutive semesters, he or
she would be required to with-
draw for a semester.
In addition, while there is "no
policy restricting athletics for
, scitcjoiMsfHUipirohptioa, "accord-
ing to Director of Athletics Rick
Hazelton, the NCAA has a
policy which mandates that all
athletes are enrolled as full-time
students and take 4.0 credits
while they are competing.
Hazelton added, "I am unaware
of any other college in the
NESCAC that has a policy re-
garding athletics and academic
probation."
Senior Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Mary Thomas com-
mented that there has been a
shift in the reason for students
beingputon'AcPro.'. In the past
when students could drop a
class until the end of thesemes-
ter, students would end up with
probation for failure to carry 4.0
credits. Under the new policy,
more students are being put on
probation for receiving a GPA
below the minimum standard
see ACADEMIC on page nine
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Making Honor Our Standard
In some classes academic dishonesty is acknowledged with a failing mark;
in other situations a stern lecture is considered punishment enough. Simi-
larly, some fights are easily broken up with expulsion, while others slip by
undocumented. Here at Trinity, we lack a concrete set of academic and social
standards; a code of conduct remains amorphous, guided by individual situa-
tions rather than an ideology upheld by the entire community. The imple-
mentation of an honor code, a clear set of standards supported by the college,
would enable individuals to bond over and benefit from a common philoso-
phy of respect, trust and integrity.
Looking at other small liberal arts colleges which endorse honor codes, such
as Connecticut College, Williams and Bowdoin, the academic thrust of such a
philosophy is evident. High academic standards are set across the board, and
students take an active role in promoting and adhering to these guidelines.
Integrity is expected, and thus, individual responsibility is granted. The rela-
tionship between faculty members and students is firmly grounded in trust;
because of the high value placed on the exchange of ideas, many exams are
unsupervised, self-scheduled or administered as take-home assignments. It
is evident, however, that such liberties are a result of an intellectual system
rooted in stringent, clear.-cut and expected standards of academic conduct.
Despite the largely academic focus of an honor code, the mutual respect and
integrity supported in the intellectual sphere cannot help but transcend the
walls of the classroom. When communal standards of conduct are defined
and reinforced from matriculation on, distinguishing between right and wrong
becomes automatic. Thus, the same atmosphere of responsibility and honor
expected in academic affairs also resonates within the dorms, out onto the
grounds of the campus, and between fellow students.
Creating a clearly articulated, common philosophy of intellectual and so-
cial conduct here at Trinity will lend a significant measure of cohesiveness to
the vision of the College. An honor code represents much more than a signa-
ture on a piece of paper; it is the glue which has the potential to actively link
the citizens of Trinity's community together.
Lisa E. Harrison '99
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Fans Defend Their Goals
To the Editor:
Egregious indeed, the character
of the behavior exhibited by the
men's basketball fans during the
two games mentioned in last
issue's letter to the editor by all
means merits notice. I am, of
course, one of the "unfaithful"
who participated in the "three-
ring circus," and did so with an
unwavering sense of pride and
subsequent justification. This jus-
tification I refer to is not simply
based on blind pride i tself, bu t on
the realization that the content of
what one is proud of must cer-
tainly be rooted in a sense of right.
No one is proud of their deficien-
cies, and furthermore an
outsider's judgement of such
"sense of right" cannot possibly be
accepted as it is in essence a com-
parison with said outsider's own
sense. Last issue's letter, then, was
just a declaration of our "so-called
fans" moral ineptitude.
We're fans, straight up and
down. We did indeed witness the
fantastic events of the season. We
were there, whether "there" was at
home or away, whenever possible.
Anyone scolding us with claims
of fair-weather or opportunistic
support only brings their own ab-
sence to light.
Fine. Haying dealt withihat is-
sue we must move on to the con-
tent of our support. I grant you
the occasional excess, instances in
which we perhaps went to far,
even to the point of ejection. Yet I
don't believe this deserves an
apology; it is a common happen-
stance in the World of fanfare.
Sporting events are so much more
than just the game. Intertwined
are extreme emotions, vicarious
experience, microcosmically in-
tensified battle-like competition,
etc. Being into the game literally
means just that, as the fan feels
every up and down the player
does. In light of this, it is only
natural to develop an extreme
momentary rivalry with the op-
posing team, and of course with
their fans. It's healthy, it's fun, and
it's one facet of what sports are all
about. This is the environment of
the game.
Our fanaticism, like it or not,
rests on the foundation of school
spirit. What else could bring
about such outrageous acts?
Some might try to pass it off in a
characterization of us as "self-
centered, self-absorbed, selfish,
senseless, etc." They might say
that we "were more caught in
gaining attention for ourselves
than giving it to the men on the
floor." Still more, they might at-
tribute it to our "out and out idi-
ocy." This, however, is indicative
of an "outsider's view," and is
nothing if not incorrect. We are,
at the most basic level, just fans
who truly care.
Last issue's letter called for us
to "show some class... that sets one
apart from the rest of the bunch,"
to "be the fans set apart from the
rest." Yet this goal of separation
ignores the majesty of fanfare
which is the sacred bond estab-
lished throughout the event. Op-
posing fans give each other hell.
They taunt, jeer, and rise to their
' see FANS on pagefadY
March Madness
Roses are red, violets are blue. I'm schizophrenic and so am I.
In case you haven't been paying attention, February is now noth-
ing more than a memory, and here we are, smack dab in the
middle of March. And just as April showers bring May flowers,
March inevitably ushers in horrible drooling fits, musclespasms,
and out and out madness. Here's the score:
Hardcore gambling
Vegas, baby, Vegas. When
else can you make money
from the comfort of your
own couch? That is, besides
workman's comp.
Big charts
Word on the street is that
successful and accurate
completion of this thing ac-
tually fulfills your math re-
quirement. No joke.
Hartford
Division-1 action in your
own backyard. The rest of
the city in your own back-
yard. You be the judge.
Dick Vitale
A real PTP-er. Awesome with
a capital "A" baby. Drools
uncontrollably. We'll see you
in the nut house. Baby.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via: •
•CAMPUS MAIL BOX7025&2
•E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trmcolLedu:
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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IT'S l i f e BM» QF THe WOBic >4 WE KNOW i t
BY ANDREW PETERSON
Opinion Editor
As you may have heard, we're
all going to die. What you may
not have heard is how. Last
week, scientists decided that an
enormous asteroid, nearly five
times the size Monica Lewinsky,
is hurtling through space to-
wards our little planet. Some-
time during the year 2028, those
of us who failed to catch the last
space-train to Pluto would be
left to either burn alive or
slowly starve to death. This
would be bad. Shortly after the
announcement, due to the lack
of funding for investigating the
effects of a massive firey demise
for all of humanity and the fact
that they were wrong, scientists
retracted the statement.
Regardless, there were a few
dozen hours where the future of
our fair planet looked bleak. By
2028, we all could've died
young. Apparently, this dis-
turbed a lot of people. The con-
cept of a really big rock
displacing the Gulf of Mexico
thirty years from now doesn't
sit well with a lot of folks. And
I don't know why.
With all of the mind-bog-
gling innova tions these days, es-
pecially those in the field of
nuclear warfare and microwave
technology, it's ridiculous to
think that we would be inca-
pable of destroying this really
big rock well before it kills us
all. And if that doesn't work, at
least the survivors will enjoy
lovely TV dinners. But even if
we were incapable of saving
ourselves or reheating leftovers,
it seems silly to worry about
getting killed by asteroids.
We're killing ourselves anyway.
Every year, we dig our hole a
little deeper. You might remem-
ber reading about the promis-
ing future of Anthrax, or that
thing that keeps our skin from
melting we recently put a few
holes in. Maybe you remember
diesel and styrofoam and asbes-
tos and iron curtains and glass
ceilings. Maybe you remember
Bosnia and Vietnam, The Trail
of Tears and Gettysburg,
Chernobyl and Auschwitz. But
then again, considering the way
we act today, maybe you don't.
Responsibility doesn't come
cheap. It's a hard thing to learn
and easy to forget and if a really
big rock lurking some thirty
years off can help us find it, then
more power to it We're all go-
ing to die. The question is how.
A wise man once said: "The
world is a fine place and worth
the fighting for." After that, he
blew his head off with a shot-
gun.
I hope the scientists change
their mind again. 1 hope a giant
asteroid is speeding towards our
planet And 1 hope we finally
take some steps to save it " I FEEL STUPIP GETTING CAUGHT
SNEAKING INTO YOUR PARTY. WAHHA FIGHT?"
BY THOM PECK
Opinion Writer
In 1996, the citizens of California
passed Proposition 215 making me-
dicinal marijuana legal in the
United States for the first time in 60
years. The law says that the state
will not prosecute patients or their
suppliers if the patienthas a recom-
mendation from a doctor that the
plant would help to ease their suf-
fering .Ih.e.stalse>also may not take
mune system, sex hormones, and
reproductive organs. These studies
maintained that these effects are ei-
thernonexistent or greatly exagger-
ated. In fact, in 1988 the DEA's
administrative law judge declared
marijuana to be "One of the safest
therapeutic substances known to
man."
The only serious concern that
these studies had about marijuana
was the method of consumption.
Marijuana smoke, like tobacco
smoke, carries irritants and possible
give
Opponents of the a&on,
Drug Czar Barry McCaffrey claim
that this "Cheech and ChongMedK
cine" is a hoajc being perpetraprgefon
the people jot California. Afteefthe
initiative was passed the Federal
Government threatened to with-
draw the federal licenses to pre-
scribe substances from doctors who
recommended the medicine, and
even hinted at federal prosecution.
McCaffrey commissioned $1 mil-
lion for the Institute of Medicine to
conduct a survey into the medicinal
uses of the drug. The study will deal
with itsshort- and long-term effects
and how it works on the body.
The committee will undoubt-
edly reach the same conclusion as
have the other studies designed to
assess the drug's risks. In fact, there
have been so many studies, that we
know more about marijuana than
we do about most prescription
drugs. All of them attempted to le-
gitimize the theories of the alleged
risks of smoking; psychotic reac-
tions, dependance and addiction,
the supposed amotivational syn-
drome and other effects on the im-
and
sand
sdo theiflme, and t
Marijuana'has been i
s „ cally anduomnedically, le
^legally, f$G#yer fi | | p
yfe dr^t^dtarf Lester
Grinspoon, M-lJTo'lthe Harvard
Medical school, not one person has
died of an overdose yet. Yet, legal
drugs such as alcohol and, indi-
rectly, nicotine cause hundreds of
deaths in a year, and neither are in-
vestigated, nor made illegal. The
cigarette lobby is one of the wealthi-
est and the source of very large cam-
paign contributions. Because the
marijuana movement is grass-roots,
there is very little money that these
people can throw at the govern-
.ment.
Despite the laws against mari-
juana there are rallies held all over
the country, such as the 4th of July
Smokeout on the Mall in Washing-
ton, D.G The police at the smokeout
were there to make sure that no one
got hurt, not to arrest the thousands
of smokers who showed up, and
smoked. One day in the not to dis-
tant future, that might not even be.
remarkable.
BY JOSH SCHELUNG
Opinion Writer
With increasing drug prevention
costs, increased use among teenag-
ers, old hippies rallying for legaliza-
tion, and states beginning to
approve the use of marijuana for
medicinal purposes, is it time to
throw in the towel and legalize
marijuana? We, as a country and
society, are not ready and may never
be ready for the legalization of this
deadlyjjajg. ~-tf
'ana's potency (
naking it a drj
\ effects are widef
! This also ma!
ate all of the
fact that marijuana can be addictive.
Over long term use, more marijuana
is required to get the same effect.
This leads to marijuana becoming
the center of users lives. Users end
up stealing marijuana from legal
retailers rather than illegal retailers.
Marijuana is particularly danger-
ous to adolescents. Marijuana con-
tains about four hundred chemicals,
but the main drug is tetrahydrocan-
nabinol, also known as THC
THC impairs learning, memory,
perception, judgement, and leads to
W i l ikPgi hstening effec-
^^  r
Legalized in
XJnited
ttes?
toca!
fects ^
p T h a s become*as
much as three hundred percent
more potent than that thirty years
ago. Smoking one joint can be ap-
proximately the equivalent to
smoking an entire pack of ciga-
rettes. Yummy.
Part of the concern involved with
legalizing marijuana is that it's psy-
choactive (some would say that's
exactly what's so nice about it).
Marijuana leads to higher levels of
truancy, fighting, delinquency, ar-
rests, and health problems. To say
that the crime rate would decrease
is ridiculous.
Alcohol, a psychoactive drug
which is legal, is involved in the ma-
jority of all serious crimes in
America. "Another psychoactive
drug on the loose doesn't promise to
decrease crime. While costs of
marijuana would probably de-
crease, reducing some theft by us-
ers, it still doesn't account for the
P^fe ^^^^ r g
kno i^jbjdge. In otherwords it makes
it difficult for students to learn.
" Athletes arc! also affected'-by mari-
juipa as timing and coordination
ftfaffectejjL byr THC Adolescents
who regularly smoked pot were
found to have the brain atrophy
equal to seventy to ninety year-olds.
Marijuana may make users sterile,
dramatically increase the chance of
cancer and cause respiratory, and
immune system problems.
Marijuana can promise no ben-
efits to our society or country as a
whole. It only suggests a bleak fu-
tUTe. Proponents of legalization ar-
gue crime will go down. Alcohol
shows us this is not the case. As
well, it renders members of our
country and society unable to func-
tion to their potential.
True, legalization would lift a fi-
nancial burden from the
government's drug war, but sixty
percent of users under the age of fif-
teen go on to use harder drugs, mov-
ing financial resources to fight
addiction of other drugs. Refresh
my memory, why would we want
to do this?
Along The Long Walk
DO YOU FEEL THE MASTER PLAN EFFECTIVELY
TAKES INTO ACCOUNT STUDENT AND FACULTY INPUT?
KRISTEN
GRAHAM '98
"Yes. President
Dobelle seems
very open to
student suggestions
and interaction."
RAY
JONES '98
"No. Our say
doesn't mean too
much — it all comes
down to faculty and
trustees. Our
opinions don't get
heard."
LANNAHAGGE
CAREER SERVICES
"I would defer to
whether the pro-
cess has been fair
to students. It has
brought faculty
and adminis-
tration together."
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Mass Media Misgivings
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER
Opinion Writer
News headlines last week reported
chat a NASA spacecraft has just found
water on the moon. Water; it's the essence
of life. Its presence on the moon will sup-
port extended human existence there
and make it a viable place to live for years
to come. Scientists are already planning
lunar colonies and bases from which to
launch intergalactic exploration. We are
on the verge of a new millenium and a
new era. Knowing that the human race
moves further forward each century
than it has in all previous centuries com-
bined, the future will take us beyond our
wildest dreams.
The human race is every human be-
ing on this planet, not just the select few
who are chosen by NASA to colonize the
moon or move into space. From the Es-
kimos of Northern Canada to the Ab-
origines of Australia, and from the
professionals of New York City to the
farmers of the Ukraine, we are all part
of thesame group. When we speak of the
human race, let us know exactly to
whom we refer.
Going on today are massacres in the
BalticsandAlgefia.famineand unrest in
Africa, poor human rights in China,
threats of chemical warfare from Iraq,
bombs and shootings in Northern Ire-
land, drugs, aids, divorce, crime, poverty,
and destitution.
Before we take that next giant step for-
ward, we must sort ourselves out here in
the first place. You and I live comfortably
in our Western havens today, and we can
say that our community is happy and
prosperous, but as a human race we are
living in misery.
Last August, during the week when.
YrmcessTJian.a'was killed, thousands of
people in Africa were murdered, massa-
cred. In most newspapers, that story, if
listed at all, was in the OTHER NEWS
section. Were not these thousands of vic-
tims of the same flesh and blood as
Diana? Were their deaths less tragic?
I am not qualified to stand here and
tell you what economic and political re-
forms to make to cure the ills of the
world. That would be preposterous.
What I am telling you is that to begin to
improve things, we have to identify them
first and know what we are up against.
Public opinion drives political action.
The media, in whatever form it takes,
drives public opinion. If the public was
as shocked and outraged about the Afri-
can killings as it was about Diana then I
submit that action would be taken. If the
public attention was centered on human
rights in China, then our politicians
would not care about Monica Lewinsky.
Fred Friendly, a former chairman of
CBS who passed away last week, said:
"Because television can make so much
money doing its worst, it cannot afford
to do its best." The point is that if we
want to get our act together to make our
race able to move forward as one, then
we have to concentrate on these essen-
tials.
The media must begin to target the
problems which I mentioned earlier.
They have to realize that we live in a
world that is decreasing in size every year
and that issues affecting those 12,000
miles away affect us all. Primacy must be
assigned to reporting these issues, not the
trivial ones and seemingly sensational
ones, like a fire in Hartford.
Let us therefore begin to make a con-
certed effort to tackle the issues that
plague humans around the world today,
so that humans around the world can
move forward together into the future
tomorrow. We need to make an invest-
ment in ourselves. We need to secure our
own futures by ensuring that we harness
the dormant potential inherent in all
human beings. The only way to do-that
is by acting to change the status quo. Be-
fore we can act, we have to know. With
what we are being told today, we will
never know.
Spike Lee Poes the
Wrong Thing at Trinity
BY DAVID DIGIACOMO
Opinion Writer
To be frank, I didn't really like Spike
Lee. 1 went into the theater assuming
that 1 would like him, assuming that he,
would be a cool person to hear talk about
his art and things in general. That's why
I was kind of shocked when he acted like
a jerk.
I don't pretend that everyone has to be
kind and warm and loving and open-
minded all of the time. And Lam not
going to say that people in the spotlight
have a debt to the fans that have helped
to put them in the spotlight. Also, I won't
say that celebs are role models and that
they should act in a certain way because
their example will be followed by young,
impressionable kids. Any person has the
right to act how they want, and those in
the spotlight are no different than any-
one else.
Spike Lee acted as though he was more
interested in showing those waiting in
the aisles of the theater to question him
how ridiculous their questions were,
rather than actually answering their
questions. Listening to the-whole ques-
tion and answer process was like pull-
' ing teeth. I felt uncomfortable just sitting
in the theater. Tension was thick in the
air, so thick you could cut it with a knife.
There was a constant combativeness be-
tween Lee and whomever happened to
be questioning him.
A large majority of the questions were:
ridiculous. Why did rione of them per-
tain to the purpose of the entire film se-
ries? None of the questions dealt with
the goals of the program that sponsored
the series: Urbanity Even so, this is be-
side my point.
There is a huge difference between
disagreeing with someone's words and
then disagreeing with their entire per-
son. There is a huge difference between
dissing someone's words and dissing
their entire being. There was no reason
for him to get on his comedic soapbox
and berate even those Who admitted
that they were nervous to be in his pres-
ence. When a person admits to you that
they are nervous to even be speaking in
your presence, it tends to humble you.
At least, I have always assumed this. I
know it would humble the hell out of
me. Obviously not Spike.
My take on the whole situation and
his attitude in general is that people
have been blowing sunshine at him for
so long that he doesn't even realize when
he is being downright rude and insult-
ing. Either this or he just doesn't give a
damn what an audience at a predomi-
nantly white school has to say or thinks
about him after it's all over. 1 would not
even think to bring any racial remarks
into this article, had it not been for the
fact that he prefaced the answer/ques-
tion session by kindly pointing out one
inherent difference between black
people and white people. I have a hard
time holding any amount of respect for
anyone who says things like this. It is a
shame that Spike Lee makes such good
films (or maybe not really a shame, be-
cause art can and does stand apart from
those that create it.) When I think of
"• Do the Right Thing, I will make an effort
not to remember the time it was pre-
sented by none other than its.writer, star,
director, and producer.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Trin ity vs. Williams: A n Em barassmen t to AII
To the Editor
Last week, Assistant Football Coach
Steve Fountain issued a letter to the Trin-
ity community, expressing his displeasure
with Trinity's "fan support" in the team's
final few games. Having attended most
games this season, I would like to second
Fountain's opinion. Specifically, I would
like to call to everyone's attention once
again the disgraceful acts which took
place during the Williams contest.
In all my years of attending sporting
events, I have never witnessed a scene as
tasteless as that which occurred at Will-
iams College last Thursday in the first
round of the NCAA Basketball Tourna-
ment between Trinity and Williams. It
would be a compliment to the fans from
both schools to say that their actions were
embarrassing. As is the case with athlet-
ics as well as academics, it seemed that
each school was attempting to outdo the
other.
Several Williams supporters sitting
above courtside felt that they could assist
their team by spitting on the Bantam play-
ers. Bear in mind, these were not students
but middle-aged adults. And, while sev-
eral Williams students seemed com-
pletely incapable of remaining off the
playing floor during play (and were sub-
sequently ejected), the actions of the Trin-
ity faithful were just as poor.
Several Trinity students were unable to
contain themselves from removing their
clothes during the game. In a display of
tremendous sportsmanship, several Trin-
ity fans were seen tugging on the jerseys
of several Williams players on the bench
during the game. It was so embarrassing
that one Trinity student who was not in-
volved felt compelled to apologize to sev-
eral Trinity parents on behalf of his
schoolmates.
In a conference like the NESCAC, where
class and integrity are staples of the com-
petitive athletic environment, the display
was a disgrace to both institutions. Those
who contributed to the scene should be
embarrassed by their actions.
Sincerely,
Josh Goldfine '98
United States Hangs Together
To the Editor:
Almost ten years after the end of the
Cold War the United States continues its
struggle to define its new role in the world.
The nations of the world are no longer
seen in either black and white, but are now
viewed in varying shades of gray. Despite
the fact that the U.S. no longer faces a
monolithic enemy like the Soviet Union,
it still maintains an extensive military of
1.4 million active duty personnel with a
defense budget of $245.1 billion, last year.
There is no doubt that threats to the secu-
rity of the United States still exist. States
like Iraq, Libya and various others con-
tinue to oppose the policies of the U.S. and
necessitate the maintenance of a strong
military. Many Americans, as well as
many in Congress, argue that the U.S. no
longer requires a large extensive military,
but should develop a smaller, more nimble
force. I strongly disagree.
There is no country in the world that
can match the conventional or nuclear
military capability of the United States.
Maintaining this strength is critical to the
national security of the United States. The
lack of a strong adversary does not rel-
egate the U.S. armed forces to obsoles-
cence. The role of U.S. armed forces has
continued to evolve since the 1991 Gulf
War. The U.S. military is now more ca-
pable then ever, able to tackle a large vari-
ety of military and humanitarian
missions. Humanitarian missions like
that in Somalia and Bosnia, and observer
missions like that in Peru and Macedonia
continue to occupy increasing numbers of
U.S. Military forces. Add these increased
non-combat missions to the traditional
combat missions of the U.S. military and
the stress on the military becomes evident.
The U.S. cannot hope to operate at its cur-
rent level of activity without drastic
changes in policy and force structure.
The United States current defense strat-
egy calls for the capability to fight two "re-
gional conflicts" simultaneously, North
Korea and Iraq being the most commonly
sited examples. It currently posseses the
ability to fight these two regional con-
flicts, but not if its forces are occupied else-
where. The U.S. has assumed the role of
Global Policeman, and this role is slowly
eroding the effectiveness of the U,S. mili-
tary. With 10 active duty army divisions
and 12 aircraft carriers, the ability of the
;
 United States to project its military might
is now severely strained.
Strategic deterrence still remains a ne-
cessity for the United States due to the
increasing number of states that posses
weapons of mass destruction. The opera-
tional capability of the United States is in
serious jeopardy. The U.S. posseses 18 Ohio
- class ballistic submarines and a fleet of al-
most 200 heavy bombers, not to mention
lCBMs and ships and aircraft capable of
launching nuclear cruise missiles. Stra-
tegic deterrence is not a weak point for the
United States, even under the yet to be
implemented START 2 Treaty, the U.S.
would still have 3,500 nuclear weapons
deployed; a number more than adequate
to ensure the security of the United States.
This year alone the U.S. will spend $25 bil-
lion to maintain its nuclear forces, and an-
other $4.5 billion on the development of
nuclear weapons. Rather than'expanding
our. own nuclear arsenal, the U.S. should
concentrate on programs like the Nunn-
Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Pro-
gram, designed to aid the Russians in dis-
mantling their nuclear arms.
Sincerely,
Dillon Twombly'00
The Fans Defend Their Goals
continued from page two
respective emotional levels. But they are
all in it together. While one may not un-
derstand the other's allegiance, they most
certainly understand and respect their de-
votion. This can be no more clearly shown
than through the post-Williams interac-
tions wherein groups from both schools
mingled and spoke of the fun they just
had. Congratulations were exchanged
both-ways. I guess some people missed
that part. By no means should we be "set
apart from the rest," or else a crucial ele-
ment of the experience is lost. "When in
Rome..." and in this case, Rome's a kickin'
place to be.
I take offense to many of the
unwarrented suppositions of last issue's
letter.yet pass them off as unmerited. If
the reaction to our behavior includes be-
rating comments about our character, mo-
tivation, and class attendance it does de-
serve this attention. More important is a
semblence of clarity concerning these
events for the general population who
didn't witness them. Reading last week's
letter out of context leads people to see us
as misfits, as deliquents, as
"misrepresenters."' We, however, fail to ac-
cept this view, and in no way shape or form
plan to set ourselves apart from anything
so exciting, healthy, and normal as fanfare.
If we share the same intensity as the fans
of bigger schools such as Duke, Michigan,
etc, why should we not echo the same pas-.
sion? Trinity is indeed a prestegious in-
stitution, and that only further fuels our
devotion. Sports, however, are sports, re-
gardless of the time or place. So is fanfare.
In light of this, we stand by our actions.
Sincerely,:
Blue Eaves'00 .
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Mess with the Bulls,
You Get the Horns
BY ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Writer
Earlier in the season when the five
time NBA world champion Chicago
Bulls were 8-7, and their all-star forward
Scottie Pippen was on the shelf it looked
as though the Bulls reign as the NBA's
best was over. Since then, the Bulls have
gone on a tear. Not only have they posted
a 39-10 record, but they have also taken
over the lead in the east and are heading
for their sixth NBA title in eight years.
There is no doubt about it, the Chicago
Bulls are back on top, and are the best
team in the NBA.
Now, before of all you Supersonics and
Lakers fans, or you people who just like
to see good teams lose, come out of wood-
work 1 think you should consider a few
things. Granted, the Bulls do not hold the
NBA's best record (the Sonics have that
honor). Nor are they bullet proof like
they were over the past two years. Sta-
tistically the Bulls might not be the best,
but, as in all other sports, basketball
games are won and lost on the court, not
on paper.
The first factor that is going for the
Bulls is that the fact remains, the Bulls
are still the Bulls. Unlike so many other
teams in professional sports free agency
or just plain stupid management has not
ravaged the Bulls. In their last two cham-
pionship runs most of the Bulls' roster
has remained relatively the same. In fact,
over that time period all five of their
starters have stayed on the team. Michael
Jordan, Scottie Pippen, Dennis Rodman,
Luc Longley, and Ron Harper have all
d d h ^
lingered, including 1995-96 sixth man of
the year Toni Kukoc, three point special-
ist Steve Kurr, and defensive expert
Randy Brown.
Keeping around their players gives the
Bulls a tremendous advantage. It allows
the players to develop good chemistry,
master the triangle offense, and create an
atmosphere of centenary that the own-
ers are commit to winning. In addition,
why in the. world would you want to
shake the foundations of team that has
posted a clip of 141-23 in last two years
(.860) and has won two consecutive
championships? It just plain makes too
much sense to keep a team like this one
together.
Second (this seems way too obvious to
even mention) the Bulls still have great-
est player to ever play the game, Michael
Jordan. Beyond his airness' better than
twenty-eight points per game and stel-
lar defensive play, is his ability to lead the
Bulls and by sheer will win games. I can
recall many games were the Bulls have
played poorly, and have won because Jor-
dan decides that he does want to lose. A
player carrying a team is nothing new,
but Jordan does in a special way. Like
Jordan, many players can score a lot of
points, but few have the ability, to liter-
ally take over a game on both ends of the
court. There have been many games
were Jordan has simply decided he does
not feel like losing and then brings back
the Bulls against all odds. He does it by
scoring points, playing tenacious de-
fense, and bringing his teammates back
into the game.
Aside from all of the factors that are
working internally for the bulls, they
match up well against the rest of the
league. Although Seattle and Los Angles
are serous contenders for the NBA crown
this year, they have yet to ascend to the
level of the Bulls. The Lakers are good,
" but they lack team leadership. Shaquille
O'Neal seems to be more interested in
making bad movies and pursuing a rap
career than leading the Lakers. Ten fin-
gers and no rings, go figure. And while
Kobe Bryant is flashy and exciting to
watch, he still lacks the fundamentals
that makes good players great. The only
, team that threatens Bulls', reign is the
Seattle is 1-1 verses the Bulls. The ques-
tion that must asked is can any team
come out and beat the Bulls four out of
seven times? I don't think that the Super
Sonics is that team.
They may not be unbeatable, or as un-
believable as they were last year, but
don't forget, but they are still a formi-
dable force to be dealt with. When all is
said and done this season, I will again
be in Grant Park in May to see Jordan,
Pippen, and Rodman hoisting a sixth tro-
phy above their heads.
Spring Weekend Blues
BY DEVIN PHARR
Opinion Writer
1 walked around campus last year in
April. It was nice outside for a change
and everyone was excited about this
Spring Weekend thing I had heard about,
and had been prompted to buy a t-shirt
for. "Hey what are you guys gonna do?"
"We're gonna throw a couch out on the
lawn. Put a few shrimp on the barbie.
Play some disc. It'll be great." So I'm
thinking to myself, 'Oh yeah this is
gonna be great! Paaarty!' I even thought
a 'Woo-hoo'. So I lay awake long nights
and all that, waiting for it
When it really comes down to it, I
don't think anybody on this campus
gives a crap about Spring Weekend. The
initial reaction to this has been com-
ments like: "How can you say that?"
Broad conclusions like: "What are you,
some kind of freak?"
I'm not be bitter because 1 like to be.
It's kind of fun but that's not why I'm
writing this. Like I said before when it
really got down to it this campus doesn't
care that much. A weekend is a weekend.
Just to get it straight I'm talking about
that person next to you. Yeah! 1 walked
around on this beautiful sunny day and
saw some couches. The people on it were
kind of having fun. Some of them were
peeling skin off their shoulders, nursing
an Old Milwaukee or something. A
couple of people were playing football.
Woo-hoo. Is this what I'm supposed to
get psyched for?
From what I see, Spring Weekend is
just a conglomeration of activities we
college-goers like to do. Takea look at the
stuff we associate with it and see if it's
any different from what would usually
happen. The number one thing is drink-
ing of course. Most people pull out (.Vie
WMr»*l|to«raif'
ing the unanimity of thought on alcohol
for two days. Well, not everyone gets into
it. Some have papers, work, a liver, and
any number of other reasons not to
drink themselves halfway to Nirvana for
two days straight. So just for the general
information of the public it isn't a time
when everyone gets together and cel-
ebrates the gift of fermentation.
Bands. Hey I own CD's, I paid for them,
they sound a whole lot better than The
Stone XYZ's or whatever with a hang-
over or the la test pop phe nomenon with
a cold. If 1 want to go to a real concert
where people have fun because they paid
TicketMaster forty bucks for the privi-
lege, 1 can do that. I have a phone, I have
a car. Anyway half the time I walk
around I'm hearing everyone talk about
how they thought this band was good or
the other two sucked. With a real con-
cert you don't have to reach a consensus
with the rest of the crowd as to who is
going to get up on stage.
The third thing is kind of a broad cat-
egory. We'll just label it "fun." This in-
cludes playing frisbee, lying half-naked
with your friends on a blanket, not hav-'
ing to do homework or someone getting
their eye poked out. Scientists claim this
happens whenever we get out of classes
for a few hours. Or when Friday night
rolls around. And then a bit more on Sat-
urday. It comes in small amounts but,
like clonuts, is essential to everyday liv-
ing. Batman! I've got it! That's right Mr.
Ward, Fun seems to be the only thing
that makes Spring Weekend different
from any other weekend here at Trinity.
I like to think back at the whole expe-
rience, imagine that boring static scene
if we did what we should. That's right.
Go absolutely nuts. Every single one of
you. 1 guarantee if half the campus does
it, it will be the best weekend of all time.
If you can spare the bail, get arrested. If
you can spare lateral movement in your
neck, jump out a window. I'm not talk-
ing about hospitalization for alcohol poi-
soning. I mean do what you want to do
for once, not what you think everyone
will find amusing, or proper. Rebel.
Think back to spring weekend. You saw
people playing football. You saw people
eating hamburgers. You wanted to play •
football. You wanted a hamburger. But
you just kind of sat there. Wake up! Get
the football. Get the hamburger. Way to
go Dick! Way to go Jane! It's really simple
from where 1 see it. The more wild and
1
 uninhibiti6d^u^3rliiS''morei(:'rubs'6ff :
onto everyone else. The more 'fun' every-
one has.
I suppose 1 may be a grade A moron
but I'm looking forward again'to Spring
Weekend, like I was last year. It's a chance
to give life the finger for forty- eigh t hours
and kick back. Let's do it then. I've got my
own agenda all set.
So as for me I'm just going to remem-
ber three very simple rules: One, No one
lives forever, Two, underwear is for
wimps and Three, Mt. Dew is both a soft
drink and an excellent moisturizing
body cleanser.
Give Us a Spring Break
BY EMUY OSBORNE
Opinion Writer
By Rachel Lorinda Jennings
Ah yes, Spring Vacation. The long
awaited hiatus from classes is nearly
upon us. Whether you plan on spend-
ing your break catching some rays in the
Caribbean, skiing down a snow covered
mountain, or just relaxing for a week at
home enjoying some real home cooking
and access to free laundry, chances are
you've been waiting for this time off with
baited breath. And chances are that the
furthest thing from your mind this week
will be work.
Unfortunately for many of us, leaving
the academic world behind may be more
of a fantasy than a reality. In fact, it
seems that some of us have more work
to do over Spring Vacation than we had
over Reading Week. Glancing at my syl-
labi, 1 am stunned to find that after re-
turning to good old Trin Trin, I'm
supposed to have read five books and
written a ten page paper. Silly me, I
thought Reading Week was for work, and
Spring Break was for play.
According to my handy dictionary,
the editor Clarence Barnhar t defines va-
cation as "a time of rest and freedom
from work." Apparently some of the pro-
fessors here are not as familiar with Mr.
Barnhart's insightful definition as I had
hoped. "A time of rest" I'll give them, be-
cause a week spent on a lounge chair
promises to be nothing but restful, but I
think perhaps more attention needs to
be paid to the "freedom from work"
clause.
The real question is, dp our professors
really expect stellar work from their stu-
dents over this so called vacation? I
mean, how many of you are really going
to devote the same time and mental
power over break as you would at the li-
brary?
It is kind of difficult to be productive
with a tropical drink in one hand and a
tube of suntan lotion in the other. Our
professors can't honestly believe that we
will get much out of Descartes if read on
the ski lift in between runs, and that our
papers will be of genius quality when if
we can barely see the screen of our
laptops through the glare of the tropical
sun.
So to all you dear professors out there
who have assigned work for your stu-
dents over this upcoming "vacation," 1:
implore you to take another look at your
trusty dictionary, or at the very least, be
gentle when you read those 10 page pa-
pers that were written while flying
through turbulence on the way back to
Bradley Airport.
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Squash Ad In Wall St. Journal
Illustrates Trinity's PR Efforts
continued from page one
calls Hartford, CT our last
name." That is why the new
grey Trinity T-shirts have the
word Hartford on the sleeve. In
fact, anywhere the word Trinity
appears on official merchandise
or in publications, it is closely
followed by the name of the city
in which it is located. This strat-
egy is intended to identify
which Trinity is being adver-
tised and also to increase our
profile as a college in a city.
The next strategy is to elevate
Trinity's academic reputation.
"Many of us believe Trinity is
not perceived as the high qual-
ity institution it is," said
Carnpanella. For this reason,
public relations is trying to pro-
mote Trinity as a place with in-
novative teaching and unique
academic programs. An ex-
ample of this strategy was cre-
ating a profile on the
engineering student who auto-
mated the Carillon bells.
Another program that has
been heavily promoted and ad-
vertised is The Nun's Circle
project. They have been trying
to pitch the Decolonization se-
ries as an important program,
but have received little interest
to date.
Campanella commented,
"Today students are much more
motivated by their perceptions
of quality. They determine
quality by statistics, what they
read in books, and word of
mouth.' Trinity's goal then be-
comes to- maVe-oilit name
known and have it associated
with academic programs that
will be of interest to prospective
students. "We are aware of the
market and what prospective
students are most attracted to
today. While we are not market
driven, we also don't want to
put money into academic pro-
grams that are not of interest."
When asked about the Learn-
ing Corridor project and its im-
portance in the marketing
strategy, Campanella stated
"While we have lapped up every
drop of positive ink on the
neighborhood issue, it is not our
mission. It is great to have a
front page story in The New
York Times that features Trinity,
but I won't be really happy un-
til we have a front page story on
something academic."
The Learning Corridor initia-
tive has been gaining national
recognition since 1996, but very
little of that attention has been
solicited by Trinity. In fact, it is
not a focus of the public rela-
tions office because they are
concerned primarily with asso-
ciating our name with academ-
ics. Campanella did mention
talks with CNN, however, to dis-
cuss a feature story on the ini-
tiative.
In the drive to increase our
appeal to prospective students,
the goal is not to increase the
number of applications to Trin-
ity, but rather, to increase the
yield of admitted students who
decide to come here. "We want
to improve the number of stu-
dents we choose who choose
us,"saidCampanella. Onestrat-
egy for achieving this goal last
year was to send a video to all
admitted students reminding
them of, what Trinity has to of-
fer. The'focus was on the city
location, internships, cultural
opportunities and what Trinity
graduates do after leaving the
college.
The marketing and public re-
la tions strategy basically comes
down to differentiating Trinity
from other liberal arts schools.
Part of that is playing up being
in a city. "The city location is
our one unimpeachable distinc-
tion and therefore it is an ad van-
tage," commented Campanella.
She added, however, that "our
objective is to differentiate Trin-
ity, but not to make it different.
We don't want to make so many
changes that we change the col-
lege."
While Linda Campanella
and the Public Relations office
make all decisions and policies
concerning the marketing of
Trinity, several other activities
have occurred in the past four
years that increase Trinity's na-
tional profile and improve its
reputation. Since President
Dobelle came to Trinity, he has
sponsored several students
groups in various activities. The
Pipes and the Accidentals, two
a cappella groups on campus,
have both traveled with Presi-
dent Dobelle to help him pro-
mote the college. Members of
the Community Outreach*
steering committee have had
the opportunity to attend sev-
eral national conferences on
public service in Washington,
DC.
In addition to making a name
for Trinity off campus, events
that take place on campus can
improve Trinity's name recogni-
tion; Since President Dobelle
has been at Trinity, many high
profile speakers such as Ed Bra-
dley, Maya Angelou, Hillary
Clinton and Spike Lee have vis-
ited the college. Furthermore,
Trinity helped sponsor the
Presidential debate in Fall 1996.
While all these events are enter-
taining for the Trinity Commu-
nity, the main purpose is to put
Trinity College in the news.
On The Beat
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Harvard Student Found Stabbed In Boston
CAMBRIDGE, MA—Harvard junior David L. Okrent, 20, was found stabbed Sunday morning on
Revere Beach in Boston.
A native of Evanston, IL, Okrent was pronounced dead on arrival at Massachusetts General
Hospital shortly after 6:30 AM, According to the Suffolk County District Attorney's office, a man
walking his dog found Okrent, who had a single stab wound to the neck. Officials said Okrent was
still alive when authorities arrived on the scene.
According to several Cabot House residents, students were told at an informational meeting last
night that Okrent had been present at Saturday's "Cabot Underground" dance and was last seen at
1:30 AM. Any students who saw Okrent after that time are instructed to contact police. Okrent's
death is being investigated by the Massachusetts state police as a "possible homicide," said James
M. Bourgesanie, press secretary for the Suffolk County district attorney's office. Bourgesanie did
not rule out the possibility of suicide, saying Okrent's wound could have been self-inflicted. Harvard
spokesperson Alex Hupp said the Harvard University Police Department is assisting in the inves-
tigation.
Okrent, who played rugby at Harvard, committed himself to public service during high school.
During his senior year, he received the school's Cunningham Award, an honor voted by the senior
class for a senior who best exemplifies the qualities of leadership, public service and academic
achievement. Okrent is survived by his parents and two older sisters.
Berkeley Professor Arrested In CredSt Card Scam
BERKELEY, CA— A former visiting professor at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory was
arrested Wednesday following a six-month investigation by police into his role in a credit card
scam that cheated university faculty. Randy Baadhio, 32, obtained a number of faculty credit cards
under false pretenses, and in an elaborate scheme, bilked banks and credit card companies of nearly
$200,000 over a two-year period, UC police said. Baadhio was charged Wednesday with 26 counts
of forgery, grand theft and check fraud.
According to university police, Baadhio would pose as an LBNL official in an attempt to gain
access to laboratory credit card accounts. Two of the officials Baadhio allegedly defrauded were
laboratory director Charles Shank and Piermaria Oddone, the deputy director for research. If found
guilty on all 26 counts, Baadhio could face up to seven years in a state penitentiary,
uwire, March 16,1998
Whatcha Gonna Do When They
Come For You?
A Trinity student is facing criminal charges in Connecticut
Superior Court following an altercation at St. Anthony's Hall on
March 13, according to Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly.
Campus Safety received a report of a fight outside St. Anthony's
Hall at 2:45 AM in the morning on March 13. Campus Safety
officers arrived to find a student fighting with several other stu-
dents. The student was apprehended and detained by the offic-
ers, who brought him to the Campus Safety office.
While at the office, the student assaulted two Campus Safety
officers, at which point the Hartford Police were called.
The student was arrested by the Hartford Police for breaking
the peace and appeared in court on the morning of March 16. He
was released pending his next appearance in court, which will
occur within a month.
The incident report was forwarded to the Dean of Student's
office, who suspended the student until March 24, at which point
there will be a hearing with Dean Winer.
Stereo Thieves Lack
Imagination
A car stereo faceplate was stolen from a car parked in front of
162 Allen Place sometime during the night of March 11-12.
Following a pattern of the last few weeks, the thief broke the
front passenger window to gain entry to the vehicle.
In light of the two similar incidents last week, Kelly urges all
students, faculty and staff to park in established college parking
lots; Kelly notes that there is ample parking on campus, includ-
ing the underutilized Ferris and Broad/Vernon lot.
There are no suspects at this time.
Trin-Trin Off-Road
A student was fined $105 after taking her four-wheel drive for
a joyride on the lawn from the southeast side of the quad to the
Bistro on March 13.
Following her 12:25 AM trip across the lawn, she drove into
the Chapel parking lot and then drove down Summit Street. The
driver of the car was later identified by Campus Safety
According to Kelly, the student explained her actions by stat-
ing that she "just wanted to try out her four-wheel drive."
This Is What Happens When You
Lack Musical Taste
$1500 worth of compact discs were stolen from a room in Jarvis
sometime between March 3 and 4. The student reported the
cases and discs missing on March 4 to Campus Safety, accord-
ing to Kelly. Campus Safety continues to investigate.
Crowbar Still No Match For
Locked Door
Director of the Women's Center Robin Spath discovered crow-
bar marks on the Women's Center office on the second floor of
Mather Hall on March 9.
According to Kelly, an attempt to enter the room was made,
but entry was not gained and nothing was taken.
Hartford Hospital Interns Learn
Stomach Pump Technique
On March 15, Campus Safety escorted a student to Hartford
Hospital for possible excessive alcohol consumption.
The student called Campus Safety late Sunday night con-
cerned that she was not feeling better although it had been ten
hours since her last drink, according to Kelly.
The student was treated and released the following morning
and is doing well.
No Luck O' The Irish For Thee
The Lockwood St. Patrick's Day party on March 13 brought out
a pack of coat-stealing leprechauns. Three students reported
their coats missing to Campus Safety after leaving them in the
unattended coat room of Lockwood. Kelly reports the total value
of the coats is $360, and Campus Safety has no suspects at this
time.
Short Month Long On Crime
The number of cars towed has risen substantially since this
. time last year, according to February campus crime statistics
released by Campus Safety.
32 cars were towed last month, as opposed to 14 in February
1997. Also on the rise is theft from campus buildings, up to eight
instances from five last year. .
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Majors Fair Lets Students Explore Their Future
A Look Whafs Available For Students And The Process Of Choosing A Major
BY KATHERINE
HOLLAND
News Writer
One of the most crucial deci-
sions any college student makes
is choosing his or her major. To
assist in this process, the annual
Majors Fair took place on Thurs-
day, March 12 in the Washing-
ton Room. Faculty members
from each department were
available to answer questions
and present information about
their respective academic pur-
suits. Members from Career Ser-
vices and the Registrar's Office
also distributed pamphlets and
news about possible careers and
courses being offered next se-
mester.
"The fair as a whole was very
informative, said Rebecca
Thibault '01. "It was nice to be
able to ask questions of older
students who are currently go-
ing through the courses and re-
quirements of each major. A few
of the tables were empty
though, and 1 didn't get to talk
about some of the majors I was
interested in."
Many students expressed
that they liked the laid back at-
mosphere and unstructured
nature of the fair.
"It was really loosely struc-
tured," stated Amanda Rival '01.
"You didn't feel the pressure that
supposedly comes with choos-
ing a major."
There are currently thirty
approved majors at Trinity and
seven languages which make
up the Modern Languages pro-
gram. According to the Regis-
trars office, the largest major at
Hartford
Road To The Final Four Goes
Through Hartford
March Madness came to Hartford last week as the Civic Cen-
ter hosted first and second round action in the NCAA East Re-
gional.
The four-day event, lasting from March 12-15, was a boon for
downto^PM^SiS^WtfWUbM^iiMA^lg^ earnings -as out,Q&,
town fans poured in to root on their teams.
Hartford was also unique in that it hosted the only NCAA
sub-regional where the games held to form, although there was
considerable excitement. Top-seeded North Carolina sailed by
Navy, but had to go to overtime to beat UNC-Charlotte, who
defeated Illinois-Chicago.
North Carolina will face Michigan State in the next round in
Greensboro, NC on Thursday. Michigan State (#4) defeated
Eastern Michigan and Princeton to advance. Princeton, who
beat UNLV in the first round, had the highest seed ever (#5)
awarded an Ivy-League team.
-Staff
Bradley Airport Light Rail In
Jeopardy
The Griffin Line project is reaching a turning point in the back
and forth debate over whether the city of Hartford should build
the rail line.
The Griffin Line is a $542 million proposal for an electric trol-
ley system that would run from downtown through north Hart-
ford and Bloomfield Center to Bradley International Airport.
The Griffin Line follows an abandoned railroad right of way
that runs parallel to Homestead Avenue and Granby Street, and
would include several stops in the Upper Albany neighborhood,
The rail plan may be killed over the next couple of weeks,
however, when the board of the Capital Region Council of Gov-
ernments must decide whether to abandon the project or risk
losing millions of dollars in federal transportation money.
University of Hartford President Humphrey Tonkin believes
that the Griffin Line project can help the city, stating, "The Grif-
fin Line is important for Hartford as one element in a compre-
hensive transit and highway program for our capital city."
Department of Transportation officials want the council to
cut the Griffin Line from the regional transportation plans it
must submit to obtain federal transportation funding. The DOT
says it will not support the council's regional plans, which could
mean federal money for new construction in the 29-town Capi-
tol region could go to other parts of the state.
The Connecticut Department of Transportation stated that
it would not support putting the Griffin Line in the long range
regional transportation plans required by the federal govern-
ment at a meeting of tMe Capitol Region Council of Govern-
ments.
The regional council and the DOT have to agree on a long-
range transportation plan, or Hartford risks losing as much as
$100 million a year in federal transportation money that would
be used for state and interstate highways and local road im-
provements.
The University of Hartford Informer, February 26,1998
this time is Economics with 134
participants. However, Assis-
tant Registrar Dr. Paul
Rhinehart says that, "these
numbers fluctuate everyday.
There are some interdiscipli-
nary majors in which zero or
one student has declared par-
ticipation." English is the sec-
ond largest major with 117
participants, followed closely by
Political Science, with 108 stu-
dents.
One element in choosing a
major that has been known to
confuse students is the differ-
ence between a program major
and a departmental major.
Some examples of programs of-
fering majors include American
Studies, Public Policy and
Women's Studies.
Associate Academic Dean J.
Ronald Spencer attempted to
clear up some of the confusion.
"There is no difference between
a program and a major," he said.
"The difference lies between de-
partments and programs. Both
offer interdisciplinary majors.
Programs just draw their
courses from a wide range of
departments.
"For example, if you were in-
terested in becoming a
Women's Studies major, you
would take courses from a wide
range of departments including
English, History, Sociology and
Music."
The difference between the
two types is the in courses a stu-
dent takes to complete the ma-
jor. A departmental major has a
much more direct and estab-
lished curriculum, and the ma-
jority of its courses come from
that department alone.
Program majors derive most
of its courses from several de-
partments. Students who par-
ticipate in a program designed
major usually don't want to
limit themselves to one specific
area of study. They give stu-
dents the opportunity to apply
the methods and learning of
several disciplines to the study
of a specific culture and society.
They may design a program
that enables them to concen-
trate in many fields of study.
Another opportunity for
Trinity students is the option of
designing a specialized major.
Any student wishing to con-
struct an individual interdisci-
plinary major is required to
consult faculty rriembers from
two departments that are in-
cluded in the proposed major.
They must also work with the
department chairpersons of the
disciplines involved in the pro-
gram before preparing a pro-
gram of study that would
constitute the major. After out-
lining the schedule he or she
wishes to pursue, the student
must then submit the proposed
program of study to the Cur-
riculum Committee for its ap-
proval. These procedures must
be completed by the student
before registration for their
sixth academic semester. Some
majors that have been approved
in the past include Italian Stud-
ies, International Relations,
Evolution of Speech, Judaic
Studies, and Foundational Is-
sues in Visual Modeling.
One aspect of Trinity as a lib-
eral arts college that makes it
distinct from larger universities
is that Trinity offers a wide ar-
ray of majors to a comparatively
small student body.
Professor John Alcorn, Visit-
ing Lecturer in Italian Studies
noted, "As anyone visiting the
Major's Fair can vividly see,
Trinity College, which counts
less then 2000 students, offers
a remarkably rich array of de-
partments and programs for
students to choose among."
Correction
The photo on page 8 of the
March 10,1998 issue of The
Tripod was of a fire scene, and
not a crime scene. The Tripod
regrets the error.
WORLD NEWS
Former WhiteHousei^Iulriteer Accuses Clinton of
Lying Under Oath '; • ,
WASHINGTON, DC - Former White House volunteer Kathleen Willey says President Bill Clinton
lied when he denied under oath that he sexually groped her during a private encounter in the
White House in 1993. In an interview broadcast Sunday night on the CBS program "60 Minutes,"
Willey said she and Clinton were in his private study off the Oval Office when Clinton embraced
her tightly, kissed her on the mouth, fondled her breast and. then placed her hand on his genitals,
charges that President Clinton denies. She said the advances were unwelcome, that she: did noth-
ing tp signal Clinton that she mightbe interested in a sexual encounter and that the president was
a r o u s e d . : •• ] • • : ' . ' ' ' '• ' ' • ' . : \ ' " • " ; • , • • : , ; . \ : + : ; ' 0 : v . . V ."-'.• ' • " . , • '• •'• •' . : ' ; • / :
, "I just remember thinking,'Whatin the: world ishe doing?' I was just startled," Willey said. T
thought, well, maybej ought to give; him a good slap across the face. And then I thought, I don't
think you can slap the President of the United States like that," said WiUey. "I just could not believe
that, that hadhappenedin; t h ^ that act There are
Secret Service! people around, tlie^;arest.e^r|[s arpurid,:hiJj staff /^as around. I just thought it was
: S A N D I E G Q - j - D r , B ^ i ^ a r m h ; S r # c k , : t h e : : r ^ t h e
U n i t ^ i S t a i & i a n d ' a r b u ^ ^
9 4 : a t h i s ; S a n : D i e g o ; h Q ^
' h a d b e f c t t S p q c l s ^
s 'uffeffedaheart a t t ack ; s t r o k e a r id .^^il ; |^ut3-of^i^u^6n^ :j-,.,:..V.;'..;- :":;-k.; • <•"~ '•••••;• :;. J
Speck's Baby and CMldCar^firM-publ^
that.followed: Worlds than you think
youida'rThe:book,;wh^
50 years' in: prmt,;lias;:become the worlds bestsselliiig nonfiptiorVipublieation after the Bible, with
•dver^ O million:eppi^ .,:
Vatican Apologizes For Actions Dunaig IHoSoeawst;
;te
{h&t§tieii^Say :t '6^ P ^ persecution •
a|;t:&mivto;ffi^
a i s a e J ^ ;•;:':<;•; '.y
j y ! i ^ if 65sisteinent that came out of;
theSeejDi^ Viitfcia
tlte^ :,: "•'••• , : • ; ; • « .':••; - :
'S actiort j
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Meet The SGA Executive Board Candidates
President
B
<3
2
During the past two years, I have
served as an SGA Senator and as the
SGA President. During this time, I
have represented the students to the
administration and have always
strived to keep communication lines
open. My goal for the next year is to
build upon everything that was ac-
complished this year and to address
the needs of Trinity.
Executive Vice President
O\
My sophomore year of college, I
joined the SGA as a Senator. Since then,
I have served as Chair of Internal Af-
fairs and Executive Vice President. I
look forward to realizing some of the
goals we have initiated this semester,
specifically the SGA Book Swap and
voicing student opinion on the strate-
gic plan.
VP of Finance
o
p
The position of VP of Finance re-
quires responsibility, leadership, un-
derstanding and enthusiasm.
Combining all these qualities, along
with experience from other executive
positions that I have held in the past, I
intend to attack this office with all the
energy and attention it deserves.
VP of Finance
I have had the privilege of serving a
full year on the Budget Committee. In
this time, I have had the experience of
learning the intriciacies behind the
budget process. I have developed
strong relationships with the seven
people currently on the committee.
You can trust that I am dedicated be-
cause I have already experienced the
workload and understand the true
ommitment the job requires.
VP of Multicultural Affairs
•xs3
My goal as VP of Multicultural Af-
fairs will be to motivate, acclimate and
cultivate the diversity at Trinity. In
order to build a bridge between stu-
dents at Trinity we have to be exposed
to each other's cultures. This in turn
nitiates curiosity and curiosity yields
learning, I bring a myriad of leader-
ship experiences as Co-President of
mard. Founder ot the Cheerleading
Squad, and a Resident Advisor.
VP of Multicultural Affairs
My agenda, if elected, would be Po-
litical. I want to define what multi-
culturalism and diversity will mean on
this campus in the future, in much the
same fashion that Trinity is trying to
define its future. I want to utilize aca-
demic departments as well as non-
multi-cultural organizations to help
increase cultural awareness and diver-
;ity on campus.
VP of Multicultural Affairs
o
o
I-
to -w
Supporting diversity'is my main
goal for next year. I will make sure that
all the groups on MAC are truly united.
It is time that Trinity College begins to
resemble all those diverse pictures that
we see in the brochures. So vote for me,
if you want to support diversity!
SGA Member-at-Large
J. Russell Fugett '01
Patrick Nolen '00
Andrew Mescon '00
Adrian Stafford-
Browne'00
Charles Botts '01
Malalai Wassil-
Wardak'99
Ross Flaharty '01
Tatfifty ColLege Department of English
SHORTSTQRIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $ 2 5 0 ,
short stories of any length. Oj
POEM!
John Curtis Underwood Memorial
and $ 7 5 . Up to four pages of
THE ACADEMY O E M / I E R I C A N POETS
ZE
A $ 1 0 0 award for one poerjnfeand possible publication in a nationally-
distributed journal? One submission per studerit. / ' ." •
PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitloc#Prizes in Drama: $ 2 0 0 , $ 1 5 0 , and $ 1 0 0
for one-act pi ay Scripts'. One submission from each student. ,
-, V^&SAYg
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $ 2 5 0 and $ 1 5 0 for
expository writing. Papers originally written for college courses will be
Lccepted if conscientiously revised and retyped.
SPEECHES
n Prize in Public Speaking will be co-sponsored by the
r of the Social Science Honor Society: $ 4 5 0 , $ 3 5 0 ,
and $200.
~Each speech will be%n original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes
long on some contemporary issue selected by the student speakers.
Hi"1 b
•-Speakers wishing to enter this contest must sign up with
Margaret Grasso in the English Department by Friday, April 3.
, '(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
-All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Monday, April 6, at Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
-On April 16, the three finalists in the F. A. Brown^Speaking
Contest will deliver their speeches following the initiation of
new members into the Social Science Honor Society.
Judging for the run-off speeches and final speeche^will be a
faculty member from the English Department or Writing Center
mber from the social sciences.
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
^ ***
 v , - Monday, Apr i f6 r 1^98at 4:00 o m All submissions.should be typed.
" ' . v- " ,. - Deliver manuscripts to Jane Dec itur in the English Department.
1
 V * . ^ ^ ' 00 NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON /OUR WORK. PLEASE INCLUDE A
" '* • , ..SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR NAME AND BOX NUMBER
' ** TO ENSURE ANONYMITY. Include a large solf-addiessed envelope foi
1 il
-,^' ^ , r ,j^Uffi-V?|r?ners will be announced at the Honors Day ceremony,
1
 . * ! - , , <,v. -"Friday,:May1* 1998, at 3 30 pm. in the College Chapel.
These contests one opera to all andengHadaafe students (inclubing IDP students) pneseofIjy
negisteneo at jninity College.
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PPC Articulates Proposal For New
Trinity College Global Campuses
BY OWEN TRIPP
Business Manager
Following the announcement of the
purchase of a Trinity campus in San
Francisco, the Priorities and planning
Committee (PPC) has introduced a pro-
posal to the faculty for the "creation of a
network of global learning sites." These
sites, or remote campuses, may be avail-
able to undergraduates as early as 2000.
Among the proposed sites are: Dublin,
Ireland; Santiago, Chile; St. Petersburg,
Russia; Istanbul, Turkey; and Kuala
Lampur, Malaysia.
Like the successful Trinity College
Rome Campus, these sites would all be
under direct Trinity ownership and
would be staffed solely by Trinity College
faculty. The faculty would comprise
both professors on leave from the main
Hartford Campus as well as professors
hired from the site communities.
Professor of Latin American History
and PPC member Dario Euraque points
out the merits of a such a faculty com-
position. "We [the faculty] all know of
professional contacts living abroad. It
would serve Trinity well to dip into these
resources."
In the eyes of the PPC, participation at
one of these campuses would allow Trin-
ity students greater benefit from the
"abroad experience." Included in these
programs would be the opportunity for
internships— "real" interaction with the
culture and social structures.
Mike Zimmerman''98 recognizes this
as one of the major problems with the
current study-abroad programs. "Most
r
demic... the campus [Seville] is insular;
the environment in my classes is not rep-
resentative of the true city.
A secondary motivation for the cre-
ation of the GLS network is what the PPC
calls "the educational rational." The re-
port offers the compelling fact that "ap-
proximately 50% of Trinity students
study abroad in programs over which
[the Trinity] faculty has little control in
terms of academic quality." Because of
suspicions regarding program quality at
non-Trinity campuses, the college
doesn't award full credit to Trinity par-
ticipants.
The PPC also feels that the establish-
ment of these sights would create a fi-
nancial advantage for Trinity. While the
school's primary investment would be
sizable, the tuition savings down the line
would balance it off. The net outflow of
tuition dollars normally allotted to other
schools could be decreased by keeping
the money with in the financial
infastructure of the school.
The report suggests that it would "be
feasible" to open two new global learn-
ing sites per year over the next five years.
There would be at least one site per con-
tinent; after the five years time, the suc-
cess of the GLS project would be
evaluated by a new committee. At that
point, plans for further expansion or con-
traction would be made.
, There is already an experimental pro-
• gram in action in Cape Town, South Af-
rica. The program has a specific theme
of world healthcare. Through commu-
nity outreach programs and localized
research, the Trinity students at Cape
Town have had a first-hand look at the
You gotta do it once
Eat real bagels... rollerblade in Central Park... tour Black Rock.•.
see the lions... study Shakespeare... watch Shakespeare... do
Shakespeare... join the crouds... feel the beat... smell the roses:..
smell the subway... rise and shine... never sleep... hit the clubs...
catch a show... see a game... experience the art... embrace the
music... get to class... learn something... see everything...
cone back changed.
Columbia
•Itve Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity. »hich enables students at other colleges ana
universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year. Allying is easy. For information,
call (2121 854-1581 or aet in touch with" us by e-mail at visit-cc«columbia.edu.
Should this program prove successful,
the GLS project will undoubtedly be ap-
proved.
The new GLS sites will also have
themes. Already, the San Francisco site
has taken a focus on the fine and per-
forming arts of the Bay Area. Similarly,
a site in Dublin, Ireland may focus on
Irish and British Literature. In Istanbul,
the-concentration may be on medieval
Christian Studies.
A final initiative for the global learn-
ing sites will be a technology boost. For
most students, access to email, the
internet and other computer resources is
rare. Ernesto Anguilla '99, studying at
the Rome campus, claims that he "only
gets to use a computer once a week... and
gets only one hour of use per session."
The PPC hopes to update existing
technology at the sites and to be able to
offer students resources like those avail-
able in Hartford. Ultimately, the GLS
computer network would be a tool of
immense educational value; if a student
in St. Petersburg needed to research the
figure of Constantine, he could contact
a Trinity student/professor in Istanbul
for research.
Some faculty think that the GLS pro-
grams would be too draining on the fi-
nancial means of the Hartford campus.
Comments one teacher, "I think we
should satisfy our needs here before we.,
even think about expansion."
. Support for the program, seems to be
unanimous, however. Kerry McKevitt'99
said, "1 think Trinity's purchasing of
these sites will undoubtedly boost Trin-
, ity international reputation... 1 think this
exactly what the school needs to boost
premiere
liberal arts college."
Most professors agree with McKevitt's
sentiments. "We can have, the power to
shape what kind of experience our stu-
dents have abroad... that's paramount to
a real Trinity education."states Religion
and International Studies Professor
Ellison Findly.
Academic
Probation
con tin ued from page one
or for failure of a course, rather than
dropping the course.
Dean of Students David Winer said
that he was "surprised that the numbers
didn't go up more under the new course
drop system."
•While there has been a marked in-
crease in the number of students on pro-
bation, the relative increases over the
past few years are unknown. Thomas, a
member of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, said that the statistics are not re-
leased because "it was an issue of privacy
for those students." Several years ago, the
statistics of Academic Probation (not the
actual names of students) were going to
be sent out in an Items of Interest Quick
Post. At that point, the committee voted
to withhold the information from the
general public.
Several faculty members have their
own ideas for the reasons behind the in-
crease. Professor of Political Science
Adrienne Fulco stated, "I think students
are not as prepared as they once were.
Also, 1 think that freshmen lack ad-
equate study skills, which are more im-
portant than raw ability or intelligence.
"I find that I am putting in much more
time explaining what is expected... Ten
years ago, I didn't have to do that."
Religion Professor Leslie Desmangles
said, "I don't think that the quality of the
students has gone down. Are they not
studying, or are, they out partying too
much? I don't know. 1 also think that
there has been an effort amongst the fac-
ulty to raise academic standards and cut
down on grade inflation, so that could
have something to do with it."
Jeff Harris '98 commented, "I'm on Ac
Pro this semester..because 1 was used.to
the old policy concerning dropping a
course, and I didn't think that they
would be as militant as they were. The
increase is directly attributed to the new
policy.
"Also, I think ihat there is a definite
trend to increase the academic rigor of
the school, often at the expense of those
already established here."
Incumbent Fever Hits
Wednesday's Election
continued from page one
we've done this year," stated Mahoney.
"Communication between myself and
the administration has greatly increased.
We've had a busy year — there is the pos-
sibility of an Honor Code at Trinity in
the next few years." Mahoney went on
to speak of the improvement of everyday
student life here at Trinity, and what the
SGA has accomplished since he first be-
came President.
The Executive Vice President also has
very specific duties. In the absence of the
President, the Executive Vice President
must perform his or her duties. This per-
son is also responsible for making sure
that the SGA members "maintain a
strong rapport" with the student body;
as well as-meeting monthly with Presi-
dent Dobelle and Dean of Students
David Winer. The Executive Vice Presi-
dent must also have weekly office hours.
Megan Fowler '99 will continue her ten-
ure in this position as she is also running
unopposed
The Vice President of Finance must
preside over all meetings of the Budget
Committee and act as a liaison to the
SGA. He or she must also maintain
records of the SGA funds, make monthly
reports to the SGA on its financial sta-
tus, and hold a budget orientation in Sep-
tember for the leaders of all clubs and
organizations on campus. The person
elected for this position must also hold
office hours on a regular basis. The two
candidates running for this position are
Ramsey Baghdadi '00, and James Valerio
'00.
The final position of the Executive
Board is the Vice President of
Multicultural Affairs. The most impor-
tant aspect of this post is the duty of act-
ing as a chairperson for regularly
scheduled meetings of the Multicultural
Affairs Council (MAC); This council is
made up of La Voz Latina, Pan African
Alliance, Asian American Student Orga-
nization, Trinity College Black Women's
Organization, South Asian Cultural So-
ciety and Hillel. Candidates for this po-
sition are: j . Russell Fugett '01, Charity
Elder'00, and Raquel Martinez'00.
An SGA at~large Senator functions
similarly to the class representatives;
however, they are elected and responsible
to the entire student body. Each mem-
ber must attend all SGA meetings and
serve on Student Government commit-
tees. . .•.: ' .
Though the positions for President
and Executive Vice President are uncon-
tested for this election, the SGA officials
maintain that Bill Mahoney and Megan
Fowler have the experience and intelli-
gence to perform well in their respective
duties. They went on to state that the
races for the positions of Vice President
of Finance and Vice President of
Multicultural Affairs, will be close and
competitive.
^miSm^S^MmiS^^^gs^^^
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Accidentals Debut New Songs
The many faces of the Accidentals.
By BETH GHJJGAN
Arts Editor
On Thursday, March 12, the
Accidentals performed a brief
concert featuring some of their
newest songs. Before an audi-
ence which packed the Jack-
son/Smith Bridge, the group
began the concert singing
"Good '01A Cappella," featuring
Kevin Thompson '99, Brendan
Way'00, and Christopher Moses
'98 as soloists. They followed
this with the crowd-pleasing
"Billie Jean," with senior Mark
Craig doing a hilarious Michael
Jackson impersonation.
The group soon shifted into a
more serious mood, performing
James Taylor's "Lonesome
Road." However, their somber
tone did not last much longer,
as they launched into an ener-
getic performance of "Istanbul"
by They Might Be Giants. They
maintained this high level of
energy throughout their next
two songs, 1980's favorites
"Freeze Frame" and "Tainted
Love" This concert marked the
Accidentals debut of both of
SARAH BEtTBJCOURT
these songs, which included so-
los by Devin Goodman '01 and
Tim O'Brien '01 respectively.
After a brief pause to plug
their upcoming CD, the group
performed the Crosby, Stills, &
NashstandardTindtheCostof
Freedom." They concluded the
show with Phish's "My Sweet
One" and Barenaked Ladies'
"Hello City."
Although Thursday night
was not the group's strongest
performance, it proved to be an
enjoyable study break for every-
one in attendance.
All For One, and One For AH
BY BETH GIUSGAN
Arts Editor
Gerard Depardieu, Jeremy Irons, John Malkovich, Gabriel
Byrne, and Leonardo DiCaprio star in The Man in the Iron Mask,
the film centers around France's
tyrannical ruler, Louis XIV
(DiCaprio) and his twin brother
Philippe (also DiCaprio), whom
Louis has secretly kept impris-
oned in an iron mask in order to
prevent him from making any
claims to the throne. Little does
he know that the three aged
musketeers, Aramis (Irons),
Porthos (Depardieu), and Athos
(Malkovich) are planning to re-
lease Philippe from prison and
secretly replace Louis with his
sensitive brother. Only the
noble D'Artagnan (Byrne) re-
fuses to betray the king, for rea-
sons that unfold as the movie
goes on.
Although the film is set in
seventeenth-century France, it
retains a number of 1990s ele-
ments. Some of the dialogue
(e.g. "once a musketeer, always a
musketeer huh") seems rather
out of place, and many of
Depardieu's moments seem spe-
If you're looking to catch
Leonardo DiCaprio in a great
new film, my advice would be
to check out Titanic (for thesec-
ond or third or fourth time). If-
you're just looking to look at Leo
for a couple of hours, then you
might want to swing by The
Man in the Iron Mask. The
movie may be mediocre at best,
but it does boast a terrific cast,
including DiCaprio (in a dual
role!), Gabriel Byrne, John
Malkovich, Jeremy Irons, and
Gerard Depardieu. While direc-
tor Randall Wallace's script
pales in comparison to some of
his previous efforts, such as
Braveheart, it does contain some
well-crafted, entertaining mo-
ments. •
Based on the Alexandre
Dumas novel of the same title,
cifically geared toward Ameri-
can teenagers. The Man in the
Iron Mask continually shifts
between satire and drama,
when it should just pick one
and stick to it.
Though all the principal ac-
tors make the most of their
largely one-dimensional roles,
the movie essentially wastes the
talent of its skilled cast.
DiCaprio especially stands out
in the scenes where he simulta-
neously appears as both the sin-
ister Louis and the shy,
compassionate Philipp& Byrne
also delivers a strong, under-
stated performance as the
world-weary D'Artagnan.
Depardieu overacts a bit as the
lusty Porthos, while Irons and
Malkovich do their best in lim-
ited roles.
Granted, titanic is a tough
film to match. However, this
film provides little opportunity
for DiCaprio to do so.
Tones Join After
Dark in High Rise
BY TIMOTHY
MCGUIRE NEWTON
Arts Writer
Admittedly, when asked to
attend and review the
Trinitone/After Dark concert
last night, I agreed with a degree
of reluctance, as, like many, I
have never developed an inter-
est in the musical genre of a
cappella singing. However,
given my even stronger reluc-
tance to sit through the entire
142 minutes of the latest com-
pilation of rock-lite drivel is-
sued by The Samples, I did
agree. And, to my pleasant sur-
prise, I thoroughly enjoyed the
show.
The concert was short, con-
sisting of four songs by the
Trinkones and six by After
Dark. I am not sure if this was
meant tobeafull-length perfor-
mance, but the food that was
present led me to believe that it
was more like a dorm munch
than an actual concert. Regard-
less, the brevity of the show was
was "Seven" by Prince (or the
Artist, as his pretentiousness
likes to call himself). This was
their best number, an undeni-
ably catchy ditty with great
harmonies, percussive vocals
and rhythm, wonderfully lead
byNikiShah-Hosseini'OO. Af-
ter this piece, the set came to a
close and After Dark took the
floor.
The guys began with a hu-
morous mock-drum interlude
to back up Brian Jackson '00's
solo number "Always Some-
thing There to Remind Me."
Next was a three-song Bob
Marley medley, beginning with
"Stir It Up." Aaron Kuney '99
moved from percussion to lead
vocal on this one, proving his
abilities in the higher ranger
range as well. His voice turned
out to be downright pretty,
something which if said twelve
years ago probably would have
landed him in a sticky situation
with playground bullies. Fol-
lowing this piece were Marley
standards "Jammin"' and "No
Woman, No Cry."
Their mastery of an array of harmonies
spanning numerous ranges was evident.
nice, and both groups were able
to convey their talents and dis-
play a wide variety of tastes
within a small amount of time.
T^ he Trinitones opened their
show with a song called
"Stealin," which showed that
the women were in full control
of their material and kept the
focus on the entire group's abili-
ties rather.than showcasing an
individual From the start their
mastery of an array of harmo-
nies spanning numerous ranges
was evident, and the easy going
attitudes of the women them-
selves made everyone feel com-
fortable. This attitude was kept
up for the entirety of both sets
and by the end the mood was
downright jovial.
The Trinitones then
launched into the classic
"Tracks of My Tears" by Smokey
Robinson, featuring Isabel
Corte-Real '98 as soloist. Her
lead vocal was great, albeit
sometimes a little overpowered
by the backup vocals. Within
the backup there was an inter-
esting percussive bit as well as
excellent and pretty harmonies
on the high end.
The 'Tones next number was
Duke Ellington's classic "Don't
Get Around Much Anymore,"
which they approached in a
relatively traditional way high-
lighted by some interesting
changes in tempo and dynam-
ics. Sara Jaffe '98 stepped up for
lead vocals, handling them
with ease and style.The last
song that the ladies performed
Pat Curry '00 then stepped up
to lead a seemingly nameless
Joe Jackson song," which in-
cluded a simple backup ar-
rangement punctuated by
impressive harmonies during
the chorus. Curry's lead was
strong, not only in terms of
range but in energy as well.
The George Michael song'
"Faith" was subsequently
launched into, once again with
simple vocal accompaniment.
Trevor Martin '01 did a great,
energetic job with the lead vo-
cal and thankfully did not en-
gage in the butt-wiggling
which ubiquitously accompa-
nies the song ever since George
Michael's wretched video in the
eighties. After Dark's enthusi-
asm was contagious. The show
closed with group original "Roll
of the Dice."
Even if you're not a big fan of
a cappella music in general, I
suggest taking a few minutes to
check out these creative groups.
It's a different sort of show than
you might normally' see and
you're sure to have a great time.
14 HOURS OF
FREE PRINKS!
7 nights from $299!
I Includes RT air, hotel. 24 hours o( free
I drinks and weekly party schedule of| spring break events! Organize 15
freinds and EARN A FREE TRIM
sravel
1 m FWNV
Spaeth MtmiCalKiwll
(3/1P-3/21)
Available through
^Council Travel retail office^
only.
CIEE: Council oil International
Educatianul Exchange
320 Elm Street
New Haven
(203) 562-5335
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DAVID DIG1ACCHA0The seven Tibetan Nuns spent four weeks
completing this stunning sand mandala in Widener Gallery.
On Sunday, to demonstrate the impermanence of all things,
the Nuns dismantled their mandala in front of a large group of
spectators. The sand was collected and poured into the
Connecticut River. The Nuns will remain on campus for the
next two weeks before returning to Nepal.
Hi-ah Park Ritual
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD
Arts Editor
Having been told that if I
wanted to find out what Hi-ah
Park's work is all about I should
go see her Kut ritual last Sun-
day, I headed down to AAC and
walked into the theater having
no idea what the next hour
would hold.
Park herself has been a Ko-
rean mudang or shaman since
1981. She specializes in ecstatic
ritual dance and has involved
the Trinity community in her
ceremonies several times over
the past few years. Currently,
she teaches classes in shaman-
ism, Asian meditation and
movement, and Asian dance
and drama here at Trinity.
Park's performance began
with Chil-Sung-jeh-suk, a tradi-
tional song which invokes the
Big Dipper, a symbol of the jour-
ney between the cosmos and
Samsara, the physical world.
She entered the stage wearing
the full costume of a Shaman
and was joined in her song by
members of her classes, all of
whom were dressed in white, a
color representing the sacred
world and uniting all the sing-
ers. Behind her on the stage was
an altar draped in colorful fab-
rics and covered with fruit, rice
cakes, incense, and small bowls
of wine, all of which were dedi-
cated as offerings to the gods.
Following the invocation,
Park welcomed the four gates,
each of which is represented by
a color and also by an emotion,
by playing the cymbals force-
fully in each direction. She of-
ten made eye contact with
many of the audience members
who were gathered aroundher
on the stage and she encouraged
everyone present to clap with
her and tap their feet or sway in
time to the amazing and strong
drums rhythms that pounded
their way through the show.
These beatsfrom different areas
of the stage resonated through
the hearts and bodies of every-
one present and involved us all
in the intricate web she was
weaving around us.
After the four gates, Hi-ah
continued to dance faster and
faster until she eventually
"died" on the floor in front of us.
This death represented the
point of mu-a., the death of her
ego (which is somewhat like a
soul), and the death of desire, of
herself, so that she could sur-
render completely to the spirits.
After this, there was a short
pause while Park changed into
a brightly colored costume
which included each of the five
symbolic colors: red, blue, green,
yellow, and white. She brought
with her five flags, one of each
color. As the drumming re-
sumed, she spun and waved the
flags and moved around the
circle of people until she finally
chose Matthew Glassman '99 to
join her. She let him chose a flag
by its rod and then dressed "him
in the appropriately colored
overshirt. This was when one of
the most intense portions of the
ritual began.
Park and Glassman began an
intricate dance, spinning
around each other and twirling
the flag, moving together and
against each other as the drums,
clapping and chanting contin-
ued. Eventually, Park "killed"
Glassman by stabbing him in
the abdomen with the butt of
Dworin's Wheel Is Incredible
Performers in Judy Dworin's Wheel.
BY JAVIER CHACIN
Arts Editor
Things change. People grow.
There is a place deep inside of
us which gets misinterpreted,
ignored, covered, and ulti-
mately discovered throughout
the course of our lives. If there
is one thing the seven Tibetan
Buddhist nuns gave us on their
visit to this campus it is the re-
alization that there is a place of
enlightenment that can be
reached. A place of selflessness,
of consideration, love, joy, ap-
preciation and compassion. The
•act of grasping this concept is
an enlightening one in itself,
but the attempt to hone it into
one vision, utilizing the human
body in order to communicate
something so innate to the hu-
man soul, is not only admirable
but, in the case of Judy Dworin's
The Nun's Circle: Celebrating
The Feminine Sacred II encom-
passed most of the events tak-
ing place last weekend at
Austin Arts Center. Included in
this series was Wheel, directed
by Judy Dworin and Kathy
Gersten. The piece began with
the sounds of the nuns' chant,
slow and entrancing, leading
the way for more"voices, that of
Dadon, a famous Tibetan Singer,
as well as Rozmaf in, from Bul-
garia, Ulali, a woman's Indian a
cappella group, and Women of
the Cross, who have performed
at Trinity in the past. All this
sound underscored thegrace of
Hi-ah Park, a Korean Shaman
who teaches at Trinity, as she
slowly spread incense around
the stage, purifying the air, set-
ting the stage for the movement
to come.
On a stage draped with white
gauze lowered from above, K.C
Chung, Deborah Goffe, Lisa
Serrambana and Sean Maloney
danced with pure confidence.
The four performers moved
through Samsara, a world of
deep confusion, hugging the
drapes, wanting to keep them to
themselves, fighting for, the
gauze as well as exploring it.
Samsara is a time of insecurities,
overt pride as well as selfish pas-
sions. Judy Dworin's voice sup-
ported the performers, emitting
sounds and words that echo in
our mind. But Samsara is the
road to enlightenment, and the
SARAH BETTENCOURT
performers move fast and furi-
ously through this world, gain-
ing a realization of peace and
selflessness. Blu's lighting
added to this exploration, as his
work usually does, creating
paradoxes on the stage, merging
yellows and blues; one world
joined with another.
Enlightenment comes with a
simplicity in movement, as well
as a flurry of love and apprecia-
tion, taking the performers,
away from the drapes and lead-
ing them to themselves. This
progression makes a dramatic
impact, focusing on the per-
formers and then, in one last vi-
sion, brings them back to the
gauze but this time they did not
hug, or selfishly hold on to the
fabric. As the voices heard in the
beginning of the piece come
again, and Hi-ah Park makes a
last appearance, the four per-
formers bel^ d the drape,j and
merely pulled them down. The
fluid material floated to the
stage and landed perfectly flat
in front of the four individuals.
In an incredible moment of
peace there is the realization
that nothing lasts forever, life is
continuous — like awheel.
the flag. They "died" together on
the floor in the center of the
circle and lay there writhing for
some time, before they were
still, and then seemingly re-
born. After a short dance,
Glassman returned to his seat as
Park gathered her flags and
sought out her next partner.
Over the next twenty min-
utes or so, Park chose two indi-
viduals unconnected to Trinity,
Professor of Dance and director
of Wheel Judy Dworin, and
Adrianne Ober '98 to join her in
her dance of ecstasy, the death
vidual fears and fulfill their
. needs. Park was obviously
deeply involved in her own
work and moved with a beauty
and a grace uncommon in most
persons her age. She was a con-
fident guide and leader to those
dancing with her and those
drinking her in.
After the fifth person had
completed her cycle of life and
death, Park began to choose
more and more students to join
her until eventually we were all
sucked into her vortex of move-
ment.
"The purpose of a shaman is to help other
people achieve freedom through the death
of their egos...to become one with the
energy surrounding you."
of the ego and the release of the
individual's internal fears and
problems. The flag that each
person chose represented those
issues, such as pride, aggression,
or passion.
This part of the ritual was
strong and overpowering
enough even for most skeptics.
The chosen audience members
all lost themselves completely
in the movement with Park,
dancing with her, fighting with
her, threatening, laughing, spin-
ning, rolling, joining her in a
dance to move past their indi-
Dancing was an truly cathar^,
tic experience. I. found myself
lost in the middle of a.whirling,
everchanging mass of people
who were all laughing and
chanting and clapping and
singing. It was amazing. Park
formed'a line and dragged us all
over the stage, finally culminat-
ing in a tight mass of concentric
circles in the center.
When it was finally over, we
all dropped to the ground and
. bowed before the altar and to
Park herself. She explained that
we must all share the food on
the altar as a means, I believe, of
thanking and worshipping the
spirits, I have no idea where
enough food for everyone mate-
rialized from, but somehow
there was more than enough to
go around.
One student I spoke to after-
wards said that "the purpose of
a shaman is to help other people
achieve freedom through the
death of their egos...the idea
wasn't to be taken over com-
pletely by a spirit, but to enter
into a trance and become one
with the energy surrounding
you and connecting you to ev-
eryone else." Another student
struggling to explain her expe-
rience said "It was fun, beauti-
ful, personal... words justdon't do
it."
The experience of this.ritual
dance of ecstacy was indeed dif-
ferent for everyone. It combi ned
so many basic elements of
chanting, drumming, and clap-
ping that connected everyone
present and made us all a part
of the dance. There is no real
way to critique this ritual as an
artistic performance. It was
simply amazing. There really,
aren't any words. You must ex-
perience this for yourself, and
highly encourage everyone, if
you have the chance, to do so,
Katherine Woodcock '00,Jim
Shelton '98 and Adrianne Ober
'98, students o/Hi-ah Park, con-
tributed to this article.
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After Dark Hosts Ephlats
Over Spring Break be sure to catch
John Travolta and Emma Thompson
in Mike Nichols Primary Colors. The
film follows Governor Jack Stanton
(Travolta) as he continually dodges
scandal in his bid for the presidency.
Sound familiar? The movie opens Fri-
day, March 20.
Head over to Austin Arts Center for
a performance by world-renowned
pianist Byron Janis on Tuesday, Match
17. Janis, who in 1997 won National
Public Radio's Performance Today
Award, received an honorary doctor
ate from Trinity last spring.
Stop by Seabury Hall, Room 47 on
Wednesday, March 18 for an Evening
with BenoitLachambre. Lachambre,
a Canadian dancer and choreogra-
pher, will perform a solo as well as pro-
vide a glimpse into the making of a
solo. Don't miss his energetic show?
It's a long way away, but keep in
mind that Michelle Cliff willberead-
ing from her fiction at 530 RM. on
Monday, April 6. Cliff, the Allan K.
Smith Professor of English Language
and Literature at Trinity, has authored
a number of novels, including Abeng,
No Telephone to Heaven, and Free En-
terprise.
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM
announces the 1998
TENTS ANNUAL
ALPHA DELTA PHI
LITERARY PRIZE
GIVEN BY
THE PHI KAPPA
EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION, INC
$1,000
For an original prose fiction or creative non-fiction
manuscript fey any currently enrolled Trinity
College undergraduate or Individualized Degree
Program student. Prose drama is acceptable.
BEADLMEs Wednesday, April 8,1998
ELIGIBILITY
1. A w wtauw or • > • Mtrcoily carolled a i « Trinity College undergraduate or I adlYtduallsed Degree
Program aludeitl. No grmfnale •Indent is eligible.
2. The arise may »e was. onty oaee toy any cantcstnat.
3. No fraternity or aorarily nenafcclthis Is required. The Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity -will sol sartlcfoatc
ID (he screening or judging prows*. THIS CONTEST IS NOT THE SAME AS TOE ALPHA DELTA PHI
UTEBAB.V COMPETITION.
1. Maxluoig length of any •logic majuucrinl: S.OOO words.
1. HaMuertats auist fee typewritten, daub le-spaccd an 81/2 x If white paper, oae aide only, numbered
seaneatially. Da aojtanliaitt original easy; submit only » duplicate. Photocopies aceestakle.
3. Include » cover sheet with title, genre tf ictlon, nan-fiction, or drama), yonr name, cjunpua box
number, or addrcw. Staple together with. mamucrip(.-Stan«»cript» will not be returned, and l i e
decision of Ihejailgea la final.
•*• The CKJllvc non-fiction ahogfj »e of general Interest and written for the mature, well-ednpated
reader who doea not needancdallted knowledge to enioT it. Do not ftilmilt expository csaaysnr
annotated or footnoted work.
«. Von may anbrnliaa many entrle* in each category a« yon wish, but anbn.lt T O T beat warfc. Ten may
anbmlt the l i n t cntrlea to Ihla conteat that yon submit to the other Department of English contests.
However, the aaatt entry may not win bo In prizes, although II In possible t hat the iaau person might ao
6. Placeyonr eatrlea in the large caf atoard BOX labelled PHI KAPPA outside the door or Profe.wr '
Lewis's office! Koout 310, Department of English, UK Vcrnon Slreet, no later than 4:0O <>.ia., Wednesday.
Aaril 8,1998. NO LATE ENTBJDES WILL BE ACCEPTED. ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^
The winner will »e aaaaenced an Honor* Day, and the <t r.OOO Alpha Delta Phi Literary Prime will »c
delivered to the winning contestant daring the ceremonies.
BTSMUMBM
MamgngBBor
It was Friday, the thirtcenti, the full
niowi was ^ lining.and there wasachill
in (lie air A sizable portion of campus
took advantage of this somewhat frigid
evening and padczd die Bistro to watch
l l r i l l f
quality a cappefla groups. Trinity's own
After Dark hostel the Williams Ephlats
arid together ihey had the crowd riveted
for l ie bulk of the performance.
The Ephlats opened their perfor-
mance'withabalanced and unified ren-
dition of "Back in the USSR." Their love
for this song was dearly expressed to the
audience through their exuberant per-
formance- UnfortunaCely, this was the
heightof their first set
Their second song, •Jczebel"by 10,000
Maniacs featured Lizi Craft "98. Her
voice was of excellent quality, however
for the majority of the solo, she was
somewhat flat The driving force in this
pkee was the background vocals, not the
sokast, who was leftibllowing them and
who caused the piece to drag. The final
songof dussetwas"WhatIAm"byEdie
Rrirlnpll again featuring tremendous, but
overpowering background vocals. The
soloist expressed powerful emotion in
her singing, and it was a shame she was
difficult to bear.
After Dark performed the next set of
the concert and overshadowed their
guests with a well-balanced, driving per-
formance. I t s Alright", featuring a solo
by Jim valerio W , captured the crowd
immediately. The song featured excel-
lent dynamics, strong volume, andafew
physical and vocal gags. The group
blended well, allowing Valerios upbeat
solo to stand out-
The group then sang a medley of Bob
Marley songs including "Stir It Up,"with
soloistA3ronKuney^9;Tamniin"with
soloist Trevor Martin "01; and "No
WMnan,NoCry," again featuring Valeria
The entire group had fun with these
threesongs, which highlighted their in-
terwoven harmony, background, and
solos.
AfterDaikalsodebutedasongiocon-
dude their sec Ts She Really Going Out
PHOTO COURTESr O f BRIAN JACKSON
song was not quite as polished as the pre-
vious two, but it was still enjoyable to
watch. The pieces were all in place, but
they were not supported by the unflag-
ging confidence that is synonymous to
After Darks usual delivery.
Next, the Ephbtts-took the stage once
more for their final set They opened
with an overly energetic rendition of The
Jackson Five's 1 Vfont You Back" Next,
Stings "Why Should I Cry For You* fea-
tured soloist Kevin Russell, who used his
gentle, softvoice to express the soothing
nature of the song. The background vo-
cals were even with the volume of his
voice, delivering a balanced perfor-
mance. Unfortunately, the softness of
this song eliminated the power behind
i t ' . • • • • • •
The final song of the Ephlats' perfor-
mance was by far their best They sang
"Steven's Last Night In Town" by Ben
Folds Five, with Dan Seaton '01 as solo-
ist Seaton made excellent use of dynam-
ics and was passionate about the lyrics.
The crowning point of his solo was a
loud, prolonged note mixed with the
complicated background vocals, which
combined percussion and harmony. The
final song made up for the weakness of
the rest of the set
The concert concluded with three
more songs by After Dark. They began
with an upbeat version of George
Michael's Taith," again featuring Trevor
Martin '01 as soloist The entire group
enjoyed themselves with this song, com-
pensating for the background, which
was too loud at times.
The next song, "Always Something
There to Remind Me" featured a tremen-
dous solo by Brian Jackson'00, excellent
use of dynamics, a pulsing beat with the
volume to match, and entertaining vo-
cal percussion
The final song of theevening was "Roll
the Dice," an original written by Ryan
Sauliner *97 featuring Kuney and Valerio
with individual solos that melded into a
duet Thesong was upbeat and the back-
ground vocals were excellent
On the whole, Friday's concert was an
excellent show. After Dark dearly over-
shadowed the Williams Ephlats, but
both groups delivered positive perfor-
RUSH
TICKETS
WITH
STUDENT
ID
1HOUR
BEFORE
CURTAIN
iamum
the Simsbury Light
presents the Galbert & Sullivan classic
Ewgs, 8:©0|>aaa March 21, 28 & April 4
Hats, 2:15pm March 22, 29 & April 4
1998
Performances will be held at
Simsbury High School
For ticket prices and details please call
18601561-2000
BRETO'S Fine Food
Pizzas
Small (12"). $ 5.00
Large (16") $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Topping ....$ .50 Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maiicoppi Bmad , $ 3.50
Topping ...$2.50
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives
Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon
Specialty Pizzas
S L Sheet
Red Veggie D e s i g n . . . . . $8.50 /13 .00 /23 .00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes etc*
White Veggie Des ign . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie ..;.. . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes andscallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly With creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue' cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad. . . . . . . $ 6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00
T\raa Salad $ 6.00
Antipasio $ 6.00
TossedSalad $4.00
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese toith garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatbaU> sausage, shrimp $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp - $7.50
Ravioli: .$6.50
Stuffed Shells. ..$6.50
Manicotti. $6.50
Lasagna., $7.50
Chicken Parmesan .$7.50
Calzone .$6.00
Fettuccine Alfredo. $6.95
Garden Pasta. $6.95
Beef and Peppers . . $7.50
Steak onaStick $7.50
Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami..
Pepperoni
Tuna. . . . .
Ham & Cheese
Sausage. . . . . .
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian...
Roast Beef
Turkey
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & C h e e s e . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB
Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25 ,
$6.25 "
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$8.00 Plenty for two!
Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey. , • $7.95
Max's Pasta A l e x a n d r i a . . . . . . . . . . . .$7.95
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi .$8.50
Shr imponast ick . . . . •'..., . . . . . . . . .$7,50
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp.... . . . . . . $7.95
Linguine Mediterranean .$6.95
Oriental Chicken Mazem. .....'• ..$7.50
Blackened Chicken. $750
• 1 . r
2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
duly $15 tax incl.
278-4334
Large Pizza
Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodag
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334
Small Pizza
Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
* 278-4334
1
I
1
I
1
•a i..
Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
'1 T1
Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334
1
i
I
1
I
FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread
with Any Salad
278-4334
1
I
1
I
1
2 Whole Grinders
Only $10,95 tax incl.
278-4534
Call in Your Order - Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 am. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. ~ Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 am.
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Reexamining Trinity I: _^ ^
Who We Are Vs. What They Want Us To Be
. BY LINDA PACYtowsKi
L« Features Editor
"Sheer excitement. Explor-
ing. Posing questions. Sense of
discovery. Intellectual tension.
Trinity College." This is on the
first page of one of Trinity's ad-
missions catalogs. These are in
the admissions office where
prospective students wait for
interviews or tours. High school
seniors can have these sent to
them to help the decision pro-
cess of which schools to apply
to.
These catalogs are supposed
to let the rest of the world, out-
side the gates, get a glimpse of
what Trinity is all about. If
you've never read them, maybe
you should. The public rela-
tions at Trinity has reached a
new high, and what you will
read in these catalogs tend to
stray from the truth in some
places more than others.
For example, the first phrase
on the first page of the "Learn-
ing at Trinity: A World of Op-
portunities and Options" reads
"It's All about Finding Your Pas-
sion." Hmmm. Let us review
what they mean. Finding your
passion could imply some dis-
covery process in which Trinity
will help you find that one field
of study that you just can't get
enough of.
The high school senior could
get all excited to read this first
linetrimking,"lgotta gotoTrm-
my passion* But we know that'
a loc more passion is found af-
ter a Saturday night late-night, •
than in a Boyer Auditorium lec-
ture.
Further on in this catalog is a
four page spread entitled, "Eight
Trinity Students Talk about
Their Triumphs and Discover-
ies while on Campus." They
each get a little column, two per
page, in which their picture ap-
pears. This picture, as all pic-
tures are, is supposed to
represent who they are in one
way or another. They are each
holding some sort of prop to dis-
tinguish themselves with the
other featured students.
One girl, Nedret
Abrahamson, is holding a cam-
era and we learn tha t she was an
Art History major, later on. Fit-
ting. Another girl, Keri Holland,
holds a sea shell. We leamthat -
her favorite course was
"Marine and Freshwater
Botany." Paxton Provitera
holds a gavel, and we all re-
member that he was presi-
dent of SGA last year.
But turn the page and
you will see our football
team's former captain Rob
Norton cradling a football.
His favorite class was
"Plato" and he was a phi-
losophy major. What tri-
umph and discovery has
Rob had? "I've had some
revelations over the course
of four years. I've discov-
ered that studying for an
exam is not just learning
the materials." How many
high school senior girls
Idoked at this guy and
thought, "Wow, he's really
found his passion at Trin-
ity."? And how many high
school senior girls looked
at this guy and
thought/Gee, I'd like to — —
f ind some passion with The Bantam speaks for us all.
him at Trinity." probably be unlike any you ve
But this is all within the had before." blare out on the first
"Learning" catalog. Moving on few pages,
to the other publications, we Turn the page and you'll be-
students want to be." I never
thought a Thursday night
at The Tap was very adven-
turous, but since it didn't
make the list—obviously
our public relatfons de-
partment has had a differ-
ent experience there. And
I guess they thought
Gotham was worth men-
tioning, but too bad for the
freshmen who came here
looking for that.
Did you know that they
say half of the students
here play some sort of Var-
sity sport? That's pretty
impressive for a school that
says, "There is no question
that academics come first
here." We're just a group of
really smart, really athletic
people I guess.
I don't play sports, none
of my three roommates
play sports, the guys across
the hall don't play sports,
my roommate my fresh-
man year doesn't play
sports, and all of my room-
mates' former roommates don't
play Varsity sports. Hmmm.
Maybe the number is true, but
Trinity students playing chess on a free afternoon.
Rob Norton'97.
can now examine the catalog
entitled "Life at Trinity: A World
of Opportunities and Options."
Where the first phrase on the
firstpage of the "Learning" cata-
log involved our passion^* the
first phrase of this catalog says,
"Expect the Unexpected."
Hmmm. You decide how true
this following statement is:
"What can an incoming
freshman expect? You
should expect the unex-
pected. There isn't much
about the Trinity experi-
ence that's predictable.
There are no niches and
no prescribed paths. No
'typical' Trinity students.
No limit to the options
and opportunities, both in
and out of the classroom."
Anyone who's been
here half a month recog-
nizes at least one limit to
their options somewhere,
I promise you." And how
many of you have seen a
guy wearing a plaid shirt,
khaki pants, and a dirty
white baseball hat? Well,
he might fall under that
"typical" category, as nice
and fun as he may be.
Statements such as,
"The conversations you
will have at Trinity will
gin the section on residential
life. There's a picture of a dorm
room, in which two now junior
girls are playing chess with two
seniors who graduated last year.
They are playing chess. And on
the chess table is a book called
Play Winning Chess. They are
playing ches? in a, room in
which'the tv and stereo are in-
laid in an oak entertainment
center. ORL definitely forgot
that standard fixture for my
room. I think Til give B&G a call
to see if they have any extras.
Di4l mention that these stu-
dents are playing chess?
And then there's the section
called "Social Life: Take Your
Pick". They say these things are
available for our social life, "first-
rate films at Cinestudio, a dance
concert at Austin Arts Center, a
lecture by a visiting scholar on
Dante's Divine Comedy at
Hamlin Hall, 'open mike' night
at the Underground Coffee-
house, 'Midnight Madness'
pickup basketball games at the
athletic center, or meeting and
eating at the Bistro." But as they
s'ay next, "that's only what's
happening on campus."
Other things include the "the-
ater, opera, rock concerts, dance
clubs, restaurants, and more, de-
pending on how adventurous
I'd like for the public relations
department to list me 1000 dif-
ferent names of people who are
Varsity athletes at Trinity, this
year.
But what about the other half
of us? Well, as they say "Many
others enjoy some kind of
physical work out or program.
For students
who choose ath-
letics to keep ac-
tive and spend
time with
friends, intra-
mural sports
appeal." Well,
the high school
senior who isn't
in charge of
keeping them-
selves physi-
cally fit should
not apply, be-
cause that's
what we all do,
right? We're just
a bunch of var-
sity athletes and
varsity athlete
w a n n a b e s .
That's how we
make friends.
But as Ath-
letic Director
Rick Hazleton
says, "Trinity's
athletic program is to support
the pursuit of academic excel-
lence as well as personal health
and well-being." Well, sign me
up then. That sounds real excit-
ing.
The last admissions catalog I
came across is called "Trinity:
The College in the City." In the
borders of the pages, Trinity
lists "101 reasons" for a student
to apply. Here's a few of them:
—"Trinity College Shuttle: Bus
service to downtown and to
popular spots around the city."
—"Hartford Whalers: Con-
tenders in the National Hockey
League" (it's time to update,
guys).
—"Bradley Field: Modern, in-
ternational airport, just 20 min-
utes north of the city."
—"Cinestudio: Hartford's best
movie theater; located on Trin-
ity campus,"
— "Stegosaurus: Alexander
Calder's massive steel sculpture
downtown 0ennifer Gerard'99,
says "That's actually the reason
why I came here.")
— "The Gallows Hill Book-
store: A great place to browse,
drink coffee, and meet friends
right on campus."
Now, I am not saying that the
"typical" Trinity student is here
for reasons other than those
stated in these catalogs. For the
most part, we are all interested
in our future and finding all
sorts of academic passions. For
the most part, we are all inter-
ested in keeping ourselves in
shape somehow, no matter how
frequently or rarely. For the
most part, we all care about
other things than getting
bombed at The Tap or the Party
Barn every weekday and week-
end night.
But look at how we are por-
trayed. Go to the Admissions
office and pick up these cata-
logs. It's your right to know how
your school's administration is
trying to sell you. The back
page of one of the catalog's
shows our Trinity Bantam
bouncing with the words, "Life
at Trinity. (It's good)" I only
hope someone who's reading
these catalogs won't follow the
saying "Never judge a book by its
cover" because life at Trinity is
a lot better than what the pages
inside this cover will tell them.
Al I photos ta henfrom "Learn-
ing At Trinity" and "Life At
Trinity."
Trinity students on another free afternoon.
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Re-examining Trinity II:
Who We Are Vs. Who We Could Become
BY JUUANNA BOGDANSKI
Features Editor
How much faith do you put in your
school? Your faculty? Your administra-
tion? Your president? Yourself? It seems
that with all of the excitement over be-
coming "the premier liberal arts college"
in New England and the nation, students
have been taken along for the ride with-
out questioning this new reality. We
have always been taught by our profes-
sors and parents to question everything,
so maybe it's time we did, eh?
Do we really feel as though we are par-
ticipants in this expansion and renewal
of Trinity? Are we putting as much into
this revival as the administration? Do we
have an obligation to? Do we see changes
being made? Are the old ways just being
glossed over by new buildings? Is Trin-
ity stepping up to the title of "premier
liberal arts college," or is it all a crock?
After all, who cares how Trinity looks to
the rest of the nation if the students
aren't reaping the benefits, right?
It seems that for all of the efforts in
selling the school to the nation, maybe it
needs to be sold back to us—the students.
Sometimes it seems as though we are all
for sale to the country, rather than own-
ing our education.
Who knows what list we will end up
on next? All anyone cares about is mak-
ing sure it is the right one. It may be time
to reevaluate and find what we, as stu-
dents at this college, can do to improve
ourselves along with Trinity's fine exte-
rior.
I am not about bashing Trinity. Hove
this school and everything that it offers
from course selection to quality profes-
sors and personal attention, to its social
activities. And I do think we have defi-
nitely seen changes. These fall along the
lines of the New New dorm and student
center, all of the Long Walk renovations,
the upgrade in student selection pro-
cesses, and even the banishment of the
integration of knowledge requirement
All of these changes combine to form a
package of change that eventually, at the
end of Phase Infinity, will comprise this
number one school.
But along with these "improvements,"
think about the other changes which
have been occurring. What is the deal
with the increase in fist-fights and other
party disasters? I know the topic is get-
ting old, but c'mon already. My fresh-
man year, this school could pretty much
boast that none took place, at least none
that were as public or offensive. And this
is not the fault of the administration. It
is the slack in our own standards, it
seems, which has all of a sudden become
the norm. !
The administrative offices at Trinity
have not been steadily improving either.
I used to feel safe getting from one side
of campus to the other. For the most part,
I could depend on a shuttle. Now, it's like
pulling teeth to get a f reakin' reliable ride
to Mather, the library ("you can walk
from here"), or to an internship.
Why not revamp the things that are
falling by the wayside, at no fault of the
common Trinity student, along with ev-
erything else? Oh, I forgot, because the
nation doesn't see those parts in the New
York Times.
Trinity has a Mission Statement in The
Student Handbook which reads:
"Trinity College is a community
united in a quest for excellence in liberal
arts education. Our paramount purpose
is to foster critical thinking, free the
mind of parochialism and prejudice, and
prepare students to lead examined lives
that are personally satisfying, civically
responsible, and socially useful"(Trinity
College Handbook). Do you see this fit-
ting into your goals, expectations, or bet-
ter yet, your reality at Trinity?
The following is a revised Mission
Statement to the Trinity College Hand-
book, written by Karyn Meyer '99, Emily
Osborne '99, Dan Greene '98, and Roland
Riggs '99, for their Administration and
Public Policy class.
"Trinity College is located in a divided
community where most people cannot
speak English, let alone attain a liberal
arts education. Trinity's paramount pur-
pose is to garner critical alumni contri-
butions, prepare students to lead
unexamined lives that, while personally
satisfying, are not civically responsible
nor socially useful, but may aid us in our
quest to attain top ten status in USNews
and World Report."
From this revision of our school's Mis-
sion Statement, it is easy to see that the
perceptions of some of the students
about the state of our college are not the
images that are being sent to the rest of
the nation. The message that is being
sent is that "Trin kids are happy because
they go to such an amazing school that
more people ought to pay attention to,
because it is becoming the premier lib-
eral arts college in the nation." True?
False? Well, it pretty much depends on
what we are making of our lives while
we are here.
Recognizing that while the propa-
ganda is due mostly to PR or Develop-
ment efforts, the reality is, these efforts
can be accompanied by our own, as we
are the biggest investors in this college.
Much of the outcome of the student life
here is our own responsibility, and not
the responsibility of the administration.
We are adults, right? So who says it's too
late to take an active, participatory role,
and stop letting daddy, mommy, and Mr.
President do things for us?
So where does this leave us? Basically,
the problem, as we have established it, is
two-fold. On one hand, we have realized
that we are not in agreement with our
administrators about the state of our col-
lege. But on the other end of it, are we
mostly unsatisfied because we are no
longer being spoonfed our education (or
are now aware that we never were)?
Or is it because we aren't taking ad-
vantage of the opportunities before us,
leaving us with a feeling that little
change has occurred? Of all of the things
going on on campus, we aren't really
most concerned about the new infringe-
ment on our drinking rights, are we?
It seems as though in order for anyone
to reap benefits of the new and improved
atmosphere of Trinity College, which is
ever-changing, we might attempt to
make the revised Mission Statement a
pure falsity, owning the Mission State-
ment in our handbook, and making that
Statement an honest reflection of the
state of our college as a place we love to
be.
It is obvious that changes are taking
place. We, as students at Trinity, can feel
. proud of these changes and can be proud
of going to this institution if we are ac-
tive. Why let the next generations of stu-
dents be the only ones to gain the
benefits, when we can take part in them
right now?
CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional loppings $.50onmed $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli
garlic hamburger meatball
olives onions pepperoni
ricotta sausage spinach
eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HUMAVERA Med$9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE Q A M Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $17.95
Riled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $1595
Riled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes/peppers,
olives, and spinach lopped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
TRY OUR SPECIAL
Buffalo Wings (10) $4.95
NY:STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
•"FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza for The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
Spaghetti, zili or shells w th sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, zili or shells with sausage
GRINDERS
Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage
Tuna
Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood
Combo (2 kinds of meat)
DINNERS
8" Half
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.50
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked zili
Meal Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
$4.95 1
$5.95 I
$6.95 -I
' . " • ' . . : ; : • : ' [ ; : ' • • : • - ' l ' • : • • • ' •
16" Whole
. $7.50 r
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00
• • ; . ; : • ; • • • • ; • : • • ' • .
$7.95
$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEf SALAD $5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO $5.50
Salami, pepperoni. cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers
olives, green peppers, chewy peppers and leltuce
TUNA SALAD $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SAIAD . $1.95
GARUC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Rancf
BEVERAGES
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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Ray Jones and Sara Jaf f e at Sunday's Senior Brunch, SARAH BETTENCOURT
Top Ten Thin;
You
o Bring With
WngfBreak •
 :
10. Your books. Who are you kidding?
9. Your boyfriend or girlfriend. Who are you
kidding?
8. Your clothing. It's all gonna come of f anyway.
7. Your chastity belt Didn't have much of one at
Trinity, why start now?
6. Your "on the wagon" non-alcoholic philosophy.
5. Your mom. She'd wanna meet the person you're
about to hook up with.
4. Your goldfish. We all know what happens at
Tropical.
3. Your fighting fists. You can take one week off,
can't you?
2. Your dream of meeting Tom Cruise. We've heard
rumors about him, anyway.
1. Your return ticket home. Who wants to come
back?
Sister Mvenglass' Tarot Carb Readings
Let Sister Kavenalass take you into t^e New Year w\t\) astrological expectations.
SCORFIO
OCX 2}-NOV 2]
Is it sometimes better to withdraw
from the place of battle and contention
than to fight and shed blood? This
week, 1 see you abandoning a position
of advantage you occupy in the battle
(Seven of Rods) and moving away to a
place of passivity and contemplation
(the Hermit), Why are you doing this?
Have you even asked yourself this ques-
tion? Your Karma fairy is scratching
her head.
SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C21
Of all the places for warriors to occupy,
by far the most amusing is the social
event. Drink a little, cut a little, drink
a little, snipe a little, philander and
connive your way to the center of at-
tention. This week, Saggie, you will be
that warrior. And rather than snort-
ing at you in disgust, which would be
my normal reaction, this week I'm go-
ing to be your hallelujah chorus.
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JANI?
It's good to have inner strength. It's the
one thing you can always depend on
(unless you're bipolar, that is...) This
week, your inner Strength is further
bolstered by your education and ac-
quired mastery of your chosen art
(Three of Pentacles), Capricorn, this
week you could move mountains!
AQUARIUS
JAN 20-FE.B IS
The fight is near over, Aquarius, and
boy, do you look haggard. I've seen you
smoking your cigarettes and chugging
your coffee and pretending it's all un-
der control. I've seen the dark circles
under your eyes and the look of des-
peration in your face when you let your
guard slip. It's not okay anymore. It's
time to withdraw, to resonate yourself,
to retreat just a little bit and size up
your assets. It's time to return to the
Magician for advice.
PISCES
Right now you're riding so high I'm
afraid your imagination might just ex-
plode and color the world Funky. Your
intemperate and ungovernable Silly
node, located just behind the hypo-
thalamus, is pumping your veins to the
max with Crazy hormone. Fortu-
nately, your hemostatic regulator for
Creativity is just able to handle the load
of weird stuff being dumped in your
blood and through your heart. But
watch out! One false move, and the
world goes the color of Funky.
ARIES
MAR 21 -APR]?
How can anyone be so very apathetic
when things are just about ready to re-
ally get going? Aries, you are usually
such a hot-blooded sign, so ready to go,
such an eye for the main chance.
What's wrong with you? I demand
that you go take a hot bath in Rasp-
berry Kool-Aid. It may turn your skin
purple, but at least you'll be a little bit
more interesting. __________
TAURUS ^_M*?
APR 2O - MAY 2O AjJ»
This week, you've taken a spin on the
Wheel of Fortune. Diversely weird and
wild opportunities have passed your
view, but still the Wheel doesn't slow.
And now, without warning, the Wheel
stops and gives you Judgment, the card
of due rewards and punishments.
Have you won or lost this round? Will
you spin again, double or nothing?
GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O
For some of us, our childhoods are like
that favorite torn stuffed animal we
keep on,our adulthood beds, despite
the unattractiveness of said compan-
ion. Is it time to put away childish
things, Gemini? If you cling too
strongly to the ideals and thoughts of
your childhood, you may come away
from your adult experiences unsatis-
fied.
If I were a Fool, I'd be a happy Fool. I'd
do crazy drugs and drink red wine and
wear flowers in my hair no matter
what the season. I'd wear white shoes
after Labor Day and damn the conse-
quences. Whaddya say, Cancer? Are
you ready to be a Fool? Or would you
rather play it safe and worry about the
Future while the roses bloom?
LEO-
JUL23-AUG22
This week you will meet someone who
will become very important in your
life. It might be a good time to exercise
a little creative socializing, ft might be
a great time to give someone weird a
chance. However you meet, be on the
lookout for the use of Imagination in
your first interaction. A generative
spirit is an important quality in a hu-
man being.
VIRGO
AUG23-SEirr22
I'm consistently impressed with the
strong goal-oriented nature of you
Virgos. When the going gets tough and
the Whatifs get talking, Virgos tend to
focus on what they logically know is
important. This is very true this week.
While you watch and wait in anguish,
be assured that your Star is continuing
to shine, and will guide you wherever
you most need to be. .
:, LIBRA
J ^ 5tfT25-OCT.22
Love is an awfully tricky business.
Some people say that compromise is
the death of passion. Is this true for
you, Libra? The Two of Swords Re-
versed (stalemate) hangs between the
passion of the Lovers card. Remem-
ber: lovfe is patient, love is kind, and
love is pretty long-suffering...but Love
hates a compromise.
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Buck Wild Bacchanalia Takes Over The Seniors
One Last Hurrah For Trinity's Senior Class
BY JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist
Bacchanalia: 1. A festival in
honor of Bacchus, 2. A drunken
feast; orgy. Whether you know
this term or not, you will surely
experience it as a Senior.
Just as the rest of us prepare
for our own, the Seniors get
ready for their last spring flings.
Maybe it's the fear of the real
world, incorporating the fear of
not being able to just hook up
anymore, but there is some-
thing behind the utter chaos
that arises out of the Senior class
during the final months before
graduation.
"While some protest, saying
that people still hook up in the
real world, there is a difference.
At Trinity, students feel a false
sense of security: we think that
if we meet a guy or girl at Trin-
ity, it's ok to go home with them.
Therefore, it's a little harder to
find someone to hook up with
outside of this little bubble, that
is, somewhere beyond the Party
Barn.
And how is a person sup-
posed to hook up if they can't go
out boozing all of the time,
right? Is that what the Seniors
are thinking about? Forget
about looking for a job - those
are a dime a dozen; the number
of days left to spend picking up
freshmen are limited. If we
think of it as a means to purge
all of the partying tendencies, it
could be a good thing for future
employers. The more morning
classes Seniors miss now, the
less mornings, of work they will
whether its in the privacy of
your own room with number
six on the "list" (you know, the
one of all the people you want
to hook up with before gradua-
tion) or out in the open for all
the world to see, you will get
naked very soon. Maybe you're
naked right now.
Tradition or not, there is noth-
ing in the world that would
drunk a lot. They are. And
where aren't they? They aren't
in class. The great philosopher
Seneca once wrote, "Drunken-
ness is nothing but voluntary
madness." And that's the truth.
Hey, it's March Madness! So the
term might refer to basketball,
but here's the voluntary mad-
ness and total debauchery on
campus.
In this small world we live in, the Seniors would probably agree
wit Humphrey Bogart when he said, "The whole world is about
three drinks behind." And right now, the Freshmen, Sophomores,
and Juniors are that whole world.
miss next year. It's the sacrifice
we, the Trinity community
must make, I guess.
But why should it be a sacri-
fice? Why can't we all revel in
the Springtime Bacchanalia?
We should all celebrate the
commencement of the Senior
class1 life in the real world. We
should all embrace the ideals of
fun presented to us by the Se-
nior class. We should all laugh
at them streaking the Quad.
Drinking and nakedness -
they seem to go hand in hand at
Trinity. In the Fall the pledges
are naked, in the Spring the Se-
niors are. A note to the Seniors:
make me run across campus
without a stitch of clothing. No
matter how strong the drinks
are at Senior Brunch. So call me
a party pooper if you want. But
just think about it for yourself.
It takes one hell of an immod-
est nature to show your every-
thing to theoretically the entire
campus. And to be honest, there
are a lot of people who
shouldn't streak, on the fact that
no one wants to see them naked
anyway.
And as I said before, where
there are naked bodies, there is
booze. As a truthful
generalization...Seniors are
It's almost like a casestudy for
the class Drink and Disorder.
But again, I assert it's for the
good of their future. In this
small world we live in, the Se-
niors would probably agree
with Humphrey Bogart when
he said, "The whole world is
about three drinks behind."
And right how, the Freshmen,
Sophomores, and Juniors are
that whole world.
There's a lot to be said about
escaping that world, but there's
a lot that is done to hold on to it.
While some people might be
jealous of those who are gradu-
ating, many graduates are jeal-
ous of those of us who are still
here. There is no Party Barn out
there; there aren't simple walks
of shame out there (only really
awkward rides home); and
there certainly aren't any Quads
to streak out there (at least none
where you won't get arrested).
Senior Week is the week to get
everything out of your system.
Every bit of partying left in
your bones is extracted in one
week of the textbook definition
of Bacchanalia.
Think about ic a whole week,
pretty much paid for by the
school, in which to party until
you drop, or until the "list" is
completed. Even non-Seniors
take advantage of the opportu-
nity to party. This is the one last
chance the graduating class has
to party together; their final
moment in the bubble. It's a
time to go buck wild, to be
blunt.
To all the Seniors: don't worry
about what other people say
about your Springtime behav-
ior; it's all in the name of future
success. Good luck in the real
world, and oh yeah, good luck
finishing the list." To everyone
else: cherish these days and
keep your clothes on, at least
until your Senior year.
Coming Of Age...
How Do You Know When You've Gone Too Far?
BY CHRISTOPHFR R T r i n i | y students draw the line? crite who just doesn t realizeBY CHRISTOPHER K. _ _ / . . . . . that he/she is being hypocriti-
Features C(
Heckling the referee at a bas-
ketball game, streaking across
the quad after senior brunch,
and plain old boozing it up on a
weeknight represent symbols of
youth. The "real world" doesn't
reward or condone this kind of
behavior.
On college campuses, the two
worlds go head to head on a
regular basis. In recent weeks,
however, a few specific events
have marked this collision of
attitudes and ideologies,
namely the heckling at the Wil-
liams basketball game and the
senior brunch naked-fest.
College-aged men and
women/ boys and girls have the
luxury to vacillate between the
very different realms of adoles-
cence and adulthood. Where do
y afeVnS'eniSbly as-
sociated with this familiar
problem. Those who point fin-
gers are not so innocent. It is far
too easy on a college campus to
be a fair weather fan of "good"
behavior.
One day you're preaching to
your friend at Mather that Trin-
ity kids break too many bottles
or f igh t too much or hook up too
much or whatever the gripe of
the week happens to be.
Come the weekend, our sanc-
timonious friend is breaking a
bottle over the head of their sec-
ond sexual partner of the
evening.
Weekday saints are the worst
because they belittle the efforts
of those who devote themselves
fully to either being really bad
or really good.
There also exists the uncon-
scious hypocrite. This is a hypo-
adulrs fall-under this category.
These are the people who are
only a few years out of college
and are still in shock at how
boring and tedious adult life
against Conn. College featured
an alternative style of fan sup-
port. A pack of students heck-
led the referees and the
opposing teams' players to such
an offensive and outspoken end
that they have drawn national
attention.
tea and hands of crumpets like
the fans of Trinity's glorious
past."Joseph is also not ajoneh'is
representation of the "incorri-
gible heckler" camp.
I am sure this week will find
many a Trinity studentdiscuss-
ing the Senior brunch celebra-
One day you're preaching to your friend at Mather that Trinity
kids break too many bottles or fight too much or hook up too
much or whatever the gripe of the week happens to be. Come the
weekend, our sanctimonious friend is breaking a bottle over the
head of their second sexual partner of the evening.
actually is. They react harshly
to unruly college buffoonery
out of sheer and bitter envy.
They forget so quickly and com-
•pletely what it is like to be
young and out-of-control that
they find solace in berating the
same behavior that marked
their college years.
The Trinity basketball game
at Williams and the home game
THE BLIND DATE REVIEW!!
REVIEW BARS, h RESTAURANT, DANCE CLUBS, YOU NAME IT!
WE FOOT THE Bin! CFUST FILL IN THE INFORMATION AND not
IT IN CAMNIS MAIL TO Box r o a s s a .
YEAR:.
Apparently, the referees for
the games have filed for some
kind of formal complaint with
the NCAA. These boys have
turned heckling into an art
form. They have also stirred up
some strong feelings dn campus.
Last week Trinity Football
coach Steve Fountain wrote an
articulate yet impassioned let-
ter to the editor of the Tripod.
"They are self-centered, self-ab-
sorbed, selfish, immature, sense-
less, whiners," said Fountain. He
is not alone in his opinion as
many other students and fac-
ulty alike have publicly and pri-
vately voiced their dismay and
disapproval.
. An irate yet collected Tearon
Joseph'99 refutes, "Maybe there
is a point to be made that the
behayior of the; Trinity fans
needs to be consistent Either we
drop our pants and expose our
rear ends to the opposing bench
and crowd every game or we
toast a basket by raising cups of
tion on Sunday. After all, how
can we hide our most veteran
students tearing across campus
totally naked in 30 degree
weather with a fist full of joints
in one hand and a bottle of
champagne in the other. Scan-
dalous indeed.Butare the rest of
the students supposed to look
down on or forward to this be-
havior? In whose basket do our
eggs belong?
College is a tough and conve-
nient time. Tough because we
are all very confused about just
who we are and where we be-
long; convenient because we
can still afford to change our
behavior, attitudes, and opin-
ions on a daily basis.
Consistency, as both Foun-
tain and Joseph agree, is at the
heart of. this problem. We, as
students, need to more clearly
define what code of behavibr
we find acceptable..Until that
impossible day comes, who
among us has the rightto judge?
a
i
i
i
mm
ST. PATRICK'S
DAY!
FROM,
M I S LINDA
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Around
Trinity...
Hey cutie, is that your nudie
booty?
Well, the senior class seems to
have amused all of us this week-
end. Perhaps the most amusing
of all were the naked beauties
who ran across the Quad cling-
ing onto their champagne
bottles. But all the negative feed-
back is entirely unwarranted. As
AT would like to remind you,
most of you get naked when your
drunk anyway. These seniors just
put it all out in the open.
Sex on the Quad.
We are faced with PDA at every
party we go to. Hats off to the se-
nior couple who broke all bounds
by copulating on the Quad mid
day Sunday. It may be one thing
to hear your roommate and their
partner through your bedroom
'walls, but looking out your win-
dow to see what many of us saw,
takes involuntary voyeurism to a
whole new level. Yes, they were
having sex.
Voices in your head?
"What's your favorite scary
movie?" AT was asked this ques-
tion when passing one of the two
call boxes in front of High Rise.
It seems that those voices in the
trees have gotten a hold of our
call box phone numbers. But
watch it, you little pranksters. If
your innocent victim doesn't end
the call, your pranking session
will be over.
Christie Brinkley Beware!
Well, there's one new beauty to
join the Woman's Crew Team this
season. AT spotted her on Satur-
day night, apparently on her way
to a party. She was tall, almost
manly tall, had blond hair so per-
fectly styled it might as well have
been a wig, and the hottest pair
of black party pants our own so-
rority girls might own. Who is
this beauty, you may ask? You
could've checked her out at the
last men's swim meet. Rumor
has it that she's quite a dedicated
groupie. Or something like that.
LECTURES
Thursday, March 19 12:15 PM
"Cultural Differences in Parent/Infant Interac-
tion" by Stephanie DiFrancesco of the Trinity
College Communi ty Child Care Center. Women's
Center, Mather Hall.
Tuesday, March 31 4:30 PM
"The Frictions with Time in 'Truths and Fic-
tions'" by Pedro Meyer. Part of the Photography
Lecture Series at Trinity College. Room 14,
Hallden Hall.
Wednesday, April 1 7:30 PM
The Decolonization Series, in cooperation with
the Office of the President is pleased to present a
lecture by Simcha Dinitz, "The Making of a State,
Israel, and Decolonization," in McCook Audito-
rium.
Monday, April 6 4:00 PM
"From Natural Law to the Concept of Rights:
An Odd Couple" by Berel Lang, Professor of Hu-
manities. Part of the "Individual and Group
Rights: The Search for Justice" lecture series.
Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
Tuesday, April 7 7:30 PM
The Center for Collaborative Teaching and Re-
search presents the 5th lecture in "Learning the
Future: The Future of Learning" series. Dessima
Williams from the Sociology Department at
Brandeis University and former Ambassador to
the US. from Granada will give a lecture entitled
"Globalization or Global Apartheid: The Signifi-
cance of Global Teaching and Learning." This lec-
ture will be held in the Life Sciences Auditorium.
Reception to follow.
Tuesday, April 7 7:30 PM
Jackson Katz will be visiting the Trinity Com-
rmmity to-present1 his lecture, "Football, Fernir
nism, and other Contemporary Contradictions".
Katz is the founder of the antisexist men's orga-
nization Real Men. An all-state football player
who became the first man to earn a degree in
Women's Studies at the University of Massachu-
setts, Katz uniquely bridges two very separate
worlds. McCook Auditorium.
PERFORMS
Byron Janis
Internationally acclaimed pianist Byron Janis
will perform a public recital of works for the pi-
ano. In 1997, Janis won National Public Radio's
Performance Today Award for his recording Bymn
JanisPlays Chopin, his first recording in 34 years,
Janis was awarded an honorary doctorate from
Trinity College last spring. Tuesday, March 17 at
the Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. Gen-
eral Admission: $12, students and senior citizens:
An Evening With Benoit Lachambre
Canadian dancer and choreographer Benoit
Lachambre comes to Trinity for an informal
evening of performance. This special evening fea-
tures a solo from Benoit's repertory as well as a
glimpse into the making of a solo. Designed es-
pecially for the Seabury performance series,
Benoit will talk about his process while impro-
vising, explaining how he uses imagery and
physical sensations to create choreography. This
performance will be held on Wednesday, March
18 at 7:30 PM in Room 47, Seabury Hall. Free ad-
mission.
Celtic Images
The CitySingers of Hartford present sacred
Celtic images in poetry, music, and dance. Sun-
day, March 22 at 4:00 PM in the Chapel. General
Admission: $10, students and senior citizens: $8.
An Evening with Lionel Popin
Lionel's choreography has been described as "a
fascinating investigation of dance making" (The
Seattle Times) and he brings to his-dancing "a so-
phisticated and polished air to movement which
can seem deceptively simple" (Seattle Weekly).
The edge between set and improvised movement
structuring is the point from which his current
work generates. Questions of how memory and
previ oust choices impact on the performer's cur-
rent decision making process permeate the
dances. Popkin's pieces combine subtle gestural
work with bolder kinesthetic statements, con-
stantly playing the line between raw physicality
and odd personality. This performance will be
held on Wednesday, April 1 in Room 47, Seabury
Hall. Free admission.
CINESTUDIO
BOOGIE NIGHTS 7:00 PMWed.-Sat., March 18-21
Sat., March 21 2:30 PM
(1997) Written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson. Case Mark Wahlberg, Julianne Moore, Burt Reynolds,
Don Cheadle, William H. Macy, Alfred Molina. The rise, fall and shaky rebirth of a porn star set in the halcyon pre-
video days of the adult entertainment biz. Mark Wahlberg plays a 17 year old busboy who is "discovered" by skazeball
porn producer Burt Reynolds. Taken into the heart of Reynolds' closely knit group of actors, crew and investors, the
busboy renames himself Dirk Diggler and shoots off to stardom. As the 70s come to a cataclysmic finale, videotape
threatens, cocaine takes over people's brain cells, and Dirk finds himself looking over his shoulder at the inevitable
next young stud. A salute to a deliriously gaudy time and place, and to a now-lost style of filmmaking - when char-
acter, above all, was king. 152 min.
OFFICE KILLER Fri. & Sat., March 20 & 21 10:00 PM
(1997) Director Cindy Sherman. Written by Elise MacAdam and Tom Kalin, based on a story by Sherman. Case
Carol Kane, Molly Ringwald, Barbara Sukowa, Eric Bogosian. Dilbert looks like a well-adjusted employee of the
month, after you check out the murderous office killer in the film debut of Cindy Sherman. Best known for a series
of photos of herself made up to look like Hollywood stars, Sherman brings a downtown sensibility to her expose of
workplace politics gone out of control. Carol Kane plays a mousy office drone who accidentally electrocutes a co-
worker while he is"trying to fix a computer...and then, things really start to go wrong! A little bit gory, a little bit
Grand Guignol - a Late Show screening of Office Killer may just be the perfect ending to your week A HARTFORD
PREMIERE. 81 min. •
RASHOMON Sun., March 22 2:30 PM
Sun. - Tues., March 22-24 7:30 PM
(Japan, 1950) Director: Akira Kurosawa. Written by Ryunosuke Akutagawa, Shinobe Hashimoto and Kurosawa.
Cast: Toshiro Mifune, Machiko Kyo, Masayuki Mori. Like Scorsese and De Niro, Fellini and Mastroianni or Truffaut
and Leaud, the artistic partnership of Kurosawa and Mifune created something magical on the screen that expressed
the best of both men. Mifune, who just died a few months ago, found his most enduring role in Kurosawa's master-
piece, Rashomon. The film starts with a fairly simple event-a couple walking through the woods are attacked by a
group of bandits, who rape the woman and kill the man. However, as the story is replayed four times through the
eyes of different characters, Kurosawa deftly illustrates that the truth is open to interpretation. If you've never seen
Rashomon in a theater, here's your chance to see a new print on Cinestudio's vast screen. 88m
Compiled By Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Morning Mist
The Latin American and Spanish Film Series
presents Morning Mist, a film by Portuguese di-
rector Lauro Antonio. Based on the, novel by
Vergilio Ferreira. Not your usual European com-
ing-of-age film, Morning Mist allows a rare op-
portunity to see the hidden lives of ordinary
Portuguese people living under the dictatorship
of Salazar. This politically charged film follows
one year in1 the life of a 12 year old boy who is
taken from his poverty-stricken parents and
adopted by an aristocratic family. A powerful
allegory of totalitarianism- how it crushes per-
sonality and carelessly snuffs out dreams of free-
dom and desire. This film will be shown in the
Life Sciences Auditorium at 7:30 PM on Wednes-
day, March 18. Speaker for the film will be Tho-
mas Harrington, Professor of Modern Languages
at Trinity College.
John O.C. McCrillis Collection
From Monday, March 2- "From A to Z: An Ex-
hibition of ABC Books Selected from the John O.C
McCrillis Collection." Exhibit hours are Monday
through Saturday, 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM, when
classes are in session. This exhibition is featured
in the Watkinson Library.
Student Art Exhibit
Beginning Monday, March 30- Annual Exhibi-
tion of artwork by students enrolled in Trinity
College's Studio Arts Program. The opening re-
ception is Monday, March 30,4:30 to 6:30 PM, in
the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
Senior Art Exhibition
An exhibition of artwork by Trinity College
Studio Arts Seniors Lana-Marcelle Abraham,
Mark Chaffee, Amalie Flynn, Jennifer Gunkel,
Jennifer Martinelli, Alexander Peck, Nicole
Thayer and Karen Salerno. Opening reception:
Gallery; tree admission
Class of 98 Reward Yourselves!
The GM College Grad Program offers eligible
grads a $400 gift certificate good toward the pur-
chase or lease of any new Chevrolet, Pontiac, or
GMC vehicle, when they qualify and finance
through a participating Chevrolet, Pontiac, or
GMC dealer and GMAC. To participate in the
GM College Grad Program eligible students
should call (800) 964-GRAD or visit
www.gmgrad.com to receive their $400 certifi-
cate and a complete program guide.
Habitat for Humanity
The Trinity College Chapter of Habitat for Hu-
manity is participating in Alternative Spring
Break March 22-28. They are traveling to
Lynchburg, VA to work on houses for low income
families in need. They are currently fundraising
for their trip. If you would like to give a dona-
tion, please call Anhoni Patel at ext. 3241.
Project Vote Smart
Trinity College students are eligible for schol-
arships to work as national interns with Project
Vote Smart during the 1998 election year. Interns
will devote ten weeks interviewing over 13,000
congressional candidates and working with re-
porters and editors covering federal and state
campaigns. Trinity students who are interested
may visit the Vote Smart web site at www.vote-
smart.org or call the Voters' Research Hotline
800-622-SMART for more information.
"10 Student Book Collectors Contest
The Trinity College Library Associates an-
nounce the Jerome P. Webster, 10 Student Book
Collectors Contest. Undergraduate students at
Trinity College are invited to submit entries for
this annual contest to Stephen Peterson, College
Librarian before Friday, April 3,1998. The collec-
tion must be accompanied by a list of the titles
in the collection and a brief paragraph (typed,
g k & of the
collection. For further information, call x2258.
ALTJBEV.
Wednesday, March 18
9:00 PM Band of Humans
perform at the Bistro
10:00 PM Favorite Flick Night
Mimic
The Cave
Thursday, March 19
7:30 PM Sueno
Hartford Stage
$10 tickets in SLRC
9:30 PM Adelle
Funk <Sr Blues
Bistro
Tuesday, March 20
9:00 PM Dexter Grove
Acid Funk
Underground
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, March 18
4:30 PM Meditation
Crypt Chapel
Friday, March 20
12:00 PM Lenten Worship
Crypt Chapel
Sunday, March 22
5:00 PM
7:00 PM
Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers Service
GET OUT & VOTE
Become part of the political
process & VOTE for your
representative on Wednesday)
Ballots wilt be located
in Mather Hall.
Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, March 19
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
The Wedding Singer (PG-13)
The Borrowers (PG)
Titanic (PG-13)
Twilight (R)
TheBigLebowski (R)
Hush (PG-13)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Dark City (R)
As Good As It Gets (PG-13)
Hush (PG-13)
Senseless (R)
Caught Up (R)
U.S. Marshall (R) 2 screens
The Man In The Iron Mask (PG-13) 3 screens
12:20 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:30 PM, £40 PM, 11:40 PM
12:05 PM, 2:10 PM, 4:25 PM
12:25 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:55 PM, 11:30 PM
12:15 PM, 2-25 PM, 4:35 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
1:25 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:15 PM, £45 PM, 12:00 PM
12:35 PM, 250 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:15 AM
1:20 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:20 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:20 AM
10:05 PM, 12:05 AM
12:50 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM
12:35 PM, 250 PM, 5:05 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:20 AM
7:50 PM
12:25 AM
12:45 PM, 1:15 PM, 3:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:00 PM
7:25 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:30 AM
12:30 PM, 1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 3:30 PM, 4:00 PM
4:30 PM, 6:45 PM, 7:10 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:30 PM, £55 PM
10:20 PM, 12:10 AM, 1235 AM
Newington Theater- 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, March 19
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
Amistad (R)
Wag The Dog (R)
7:00 PM
7:10 PM
Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, March 19
Prices: $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
Sphere (R)
Amistad (R)
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
7:30 PM
Classifieds
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$200 r.L; Europe $179 o.w. Other world wide
destinations cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET
YOU THERE CHEAPER! Air Tech (212) 219-
7000. www.airtech.com or e-mail to:
fly@airtech.com
Free T-Shirt +$1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities,
sororities, and other groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to $1000 by earning
$5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
Excellent Extra Income Now!
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every week
Free details, SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
Spring Break- Cancun and Nassau from $399
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group- earn FREE trips
plus commissions!
Call (800) 777-4642
Best Hotels, Best Prices
ALL Spring Break locations. Florida $99+,
Texas $119+, Cancun, Jamaica $399+, Mazatlan,
and the Bahamas.
Reserve rooms or be Campus Rep.
ICP (800) 828-7015, www.icpt.com
HELP WANTED Men/Women earn $375
weekly pressing/assembling Medical ID. Cards at
home. Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Call Medicard at (541) 386-5290 Ext. 118M
DNA and life cannot happen by chance.
Read a free essay, "Science, Creation, and
Evolution" at: http://www.geocities.com/
Athens/Oracle/5862. .
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Tripod NCAA Tournament Pool Standings
NAME
1. Craig Borsari
2. Andrew Lovig
3. Andrew Weiss
4. Robert Coleman
5. Adam Goldkamp
6. James Callaghan
7. Shahryar Khan
8. Andrew Goldstein
9. Charlie Buffum
10. Matt Elliot
ll.BillSafarik
12. Philip Markert
13. Craig Moody
POINTS
47
46
46
46
44
43
43
42
42
41
41
41
40
NAME
14. Beth Egan
15. Cam Stewart
16. Tim Lynch
17.JoeRusso
18. Lisa Davis
19. Dan Shafer
20. Jason Chapman
21. Emily Ianniello
22. Scott Wideman
23.AlixPeck
24. Chris Borden
25.J.C.
26.JeffGilbreth
POINTS
40
40
39
39
39
38
38
37
37
37
36
36
36
NAME POINTS
27. Jane Caracciolo 36
28. Adrian Reyes 36
29. Vic Lomuscio 35
30. Cosmo Fattizzo 35
31. Jackie Welch 35
32. Marina Eastham 34
33. Gabe Kramer 34
34. Glenn Williams 32
35. Duke Barlow 32
36. Deb (Fr. Desk) 31
37. Kevin Mullins 31
Compiled And Judged By Fred
Schonenberg. AH Images borrowed
from www.espnetjportszorie.com.
Trinity Package Store
219 New Britain Avenue
(860)5470263
Your Package Store
Wine - Liquors - Champagne
Imported & Domestic Beer -Kegs on Request
Beer Balls Available
Note From TPS: These are the most important years of
your life. In the new millennium you will be talking about
today
DRINK RESPONSIBLY
POSITIVE U). REQUIRED
VBA/MC/AMEX/DISGOVER &
PERSONAL CHECKS NOW ACCEPTED
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1998 NCAA Basketball Tournament Update
First Round Second Round
MWwett-Mcfch 13 Hidwe*l-Mflfeh IS
S«u!ti-Matdi 13 Sauih-Mareh 15
Reglonols Semifinals Semllinats Reglonols
10H8 mW& MSKEIftULL TOVIMUIBfT
Second Round
E«t-March)4
W«»t-Mflf(* 14
First Round
E«i-Mareh12
Kansas
Prairie View Kansas
1 N. Carolina
Island B
Murray St. Rhode island
Rhode Island
TCU
Florida St. 12 f lorMa St,
Mississippi 4
Valparaiso 13 Valparaiso
Valparaiso
Clems on
W. Michigan 1f W. Michigan
MIDWEST
Stanford
'. ,, r r ; TTl' Stanford
Coil, of CharJ4l !
I. John's 7
Stanford
Detroit 10
Detroit
Oelaware ISr Furdw
Purdue
Radford 16 Pufca
Okta, St. 8
Qeo.Wash. Okta, St.
Duke
Syracuse
Ion* 12 Svracui»
New Mexico 4
Butler New Mexico
Syracuse
UCLA mnvm
Miami 11
UCLA
Michigan
Davidt on Michigan
UCLA
Saint Louis 10 Saint Louis
Kentucky
S. Carolina St 15
Kentucky
fpvlHlNHB
San Antonio, Texas
March 30
National Champion X
V Sportsune
js.soortsHrie.com
¥ N. Carotins
EAST
Washington
UConfi
Arizona
Maryland
WEST
Utah
W. Virginia
N. Carolina
NC Charlotte
Princeton
Michigan St.
Washington
Richmond
Indiana
UConn
1
Arizona
Illinoi* St.
Illinois
Maryland
Arkansas
Utah
W. Virginia
Cincinnati
t6Navy
8 NC Charlotte
9 Hl-Chtcago
S Princeton
12UNLV
4 Michigan St.
13E,Michfean
$ Xavier
11 Washington
3 S. Carolina
14 Richmond
7 Indiana
10 Oklahoma
2 UConn
15 Fair CHeSlnton
1 Arizona
IBNicholls St.
V Tennessee
9 Illinois St.
5 Illinois
12 S, Alabama
4 Maryland
13 Utah St.
5 Arkansas
11 Nebraska
3 Utah
[14 San Francisco
7 Temple .
\ 10 W. Virginia
1 Cincinnati
-\15No, Artiona
/ P*MBW/*"% "^n
loin us as we
Trinity students SAVE with the Wolf *Pack!
Get a $14.50 ticket for $12.1
Home Games
• Wednesday* March l&th* vs. Worcester 7:05 p,m.
$atunlay, Match 21 st+ vs. Smnt Jdhrt 7:35 p.m.
Tuesday, March 3lst4 vs, St. John's 7:05 p.m.
Group rates available by calling 246-PUCK
All fames plny*tl at the Hartford Civic Center
* Just show valid student ID, starting 2 hours prior to game lime, at liie Hsartfoftt
Civic Center Baa Offke* to receive tfeccaini-,1
Hkkt ' t per valid SO
Calf 246-PUCK (7825) for more tnforatatfofi
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Ben Asks, "How Do You Like Them Apples?"
BY LEVI LITMAN
Senior Edtor
He is the tenth best i unner in
all of New Engla nd In a region
encompassinghundred-soJ col-
leges with thousands of sui
dents, senior tratk siar Ben
Appleyard stands out from ihe
crowd.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
Three weeks ago, running the
1500m at the New England Di-
vision III race, Appleyard,
seeded sixth, finished in third
place. Coming in ahead of top
runners who had beaten him in
previous races. His personal
record time of 358 was enough
to send him to All New
England's, which includes Divi-
sion 1,11, and III.
In his qualifying race the next
weekend, he finished third in
his heat, allowing him to move
on to the finals the next day. In
the finals, Appleyard finished
tenth.
"It's hard for me to think of
myself as such- a good runner,"
said a modestAppieyard. "It's a
sense of disbelief."
The impressive part of
Appleyard's accomplishments
is the constant improvement
that he has made. "It was amaz-
ing for me to come that far" he
remarked. "It showed the way I
have progressed since I started
running."
Appleyard's success in track
can be attributed to the hard
Senior captain Ben Appleyard
sprints around the track during a recent practice.
work and dedication he has put
in over the past four years.
Appleyard began running in the
spring of his senior year at
Falmouth High School. Friends
had suggested that he run be-
cause while playing soccer, he
could always catch people from
behind.
During his senior spring in
high school he found his poten-
tial in track. Appleyard's mile
time of 454 was average for a
high school runner, but he felt
confident that he could im-
prove this time.
Last year, Appleyard took
major strides towards becoming
a great runner. In Division III
New England's, he surprised -
many, finishing in third place
with a then personal record of
4:00 in the 1500m, the equiva-
lent of a 4:17 mile.
After his substantial im-
provement, Appleyard came
into this season wanting "to
prove that last year's third place
finish was not a fluke." When
Appleyard notched another
personal record this year he es-
tablished himself as one of the
premier runners in New En-
gland.
Entering college, Appleyard
knew he would not play soccer,
but wanted to remain active
and participate competitively
in sports. Running offered a vi-
able option. "I think athletics
are great," said Appleyard. "If
everything you do is focused on
academic achievement, it is
easy to get frustrated. If you
participate in a sport, you could
have a bad day academically,
but then have a great practice.
Sometimes achievement in one
could cover frustration in an-
other."
--" •Appleyard's success spreads
beyond track to the classroom.
Having earned faculty honors
four times, and writing a senior
thesis, Appleyard has also ob-
tained notable academic
achievements. In his thesis
titled, "Portrayals of Truth:
Heart of Darkness and Apoca-
lypse Now," Appleyard is dis-
cussing how the two works
attempt to portray realities in
SARAH BEITENCOURT
controversial times in history.
Appleyard, an English major,
draws parallels between writ-
ing a thesis and running track.
"The idea of writing a 100 page
paper is pretty intimidating. It's
a challenge, just like running is
a challenge. They're both re-
warding."
Appleyard has earned nu-
merous accolades, including
Academic All-NESCAC and the
Bob Harron Outstanding
Scholar Athlete Award, but ob-
taining All New England status
twice has been the most re-
warding. "People envision me as
a student, so to be able to achieve
strictly as an athlete means a lot
tome."
Because of his athletic
achievements, Appleyard was
named track captain by his
teammates for his senior year.
"Ben leads by example," said
Coach Gary Gardner.
"This year he has taken con-
trol of the team. He has been a
leader on and off the track. The
team respects him because he is
one of the best runners in New
England and also for his work
ethic and commitment to the
team. He puts in extra hours
above and beyond the normal
captain."
Appleyard's success at Trinity
has not come easy. Every sea-
son since winter track his fresh-
man year, Appleyard has been
dedicated to running. Some of
his motivation stems from the
fact that since he has been run-
ning he has been able to make
consistent progress. "Improve-
ment has invigorated me and
encouraged me to keep on try-
ing," said Appleyard. Former
captain Chuck Baker has also
played a major role in
Appleyard's development.
"Chuck instilled in me a work
ethic that has carried on. We
worked hard all season, and at
the end of last year, our hard
work and dedication paid off at
New Englands."
However, while running
competitively is important to
Appleyard, he knows that
"sometimes the most important
thing is to think about why you
run. The reason I run is for the
feeling you get both during and
after a race. In the long run, it
does not matter if 1 came in first
or second place, but rather how
I did personally. That's one of
the great things about running.
Everybody places great impor-
tance on personal records - it
talks about how you do your-
self."
One of the unique aspects of
track is that it is a sport that.you
can continue to participate in
after college. Whether it be
running for fun or joining a
competitive track club,
Appleyard anticipates running
will remain a constant in his
life,
"Running is good to keep you
in physical and mental shape,""
he says. "It's good to clear things
up - you can achieve a level of
clarity by running and thinking
about things."
Trip To The British Isles Kicks Off Spring Season
Excitement Builds As Men's Rugby Prepares For Spring Vacation
BY ALEX KWOK AND
PATRICK MCGRANN
Sports Writers
The Trinity College Rugby
Football Club (T.CR.F.C) has
begun another exciting season
under the direction of third year
coach Bob Merola. This season
the team will tour England and
Wales for ten days during
spring break. The tour party
(34 players/2 coaches) will de-
part campus on Thursday,
March 19th and will return on
Sunday evening, March 29th.
All in time for Monday morning
classes.
While on tour, the team will
play five matches against colle-
giate sides in Cardiff and Lon-
~ don. First side and second side
matches have been scheduled
against the GWENT District
XV on Sunday, March 22, at the
Abergeeg Rugby Club (outside
of Cardiff) and against the Uni-
versity of Surrey on Wednesday,
March 25, in Guildford, En-
gland. The first team (Aside)
will play the final match of the
tour on Friday evening, March
27, under the lights against the
Luton Rugby Club. In addition
to the rugby there will be nu-
merous sight seeing visits in-
cluding Stonehenge, Salisbury
Cathedral, and the city of Bath.
The last five days will be spent
in London.
Anyone familiar with the
game of rugby and its origin at
Rugby School in 1832 will
surely understand the benefit
and experience our players will
receive as a result of this tour.
"The team will be traveling to
two European nations"where
rugby is more than just a sport,
it's a passion and way of life",
said Coach Merola. "Needless to
say, the team will be tested both
physically and mentally."
The tour to England and
Wales has been long antici-
pated (plans started November
1996) and stages of preparation
are now finally over.
Prior to departing to England,
the team will step on the pitch
for the first game this season on
March 14th against a strong
Central Connecticut side (the
current Division II Northeast
Champions). "The game will be
a good indicator of where we
stand and will set the tone for
the remainder of the season"
said assistant coach, Brian
Purdy.
Upon returning, the team
will then have a very challeng-
ing schedule beginning with
Home matches against Spring-
field College (April 4th) and
Williams College (April 11th).
On the weekend of April 18-19,
the team will once again par-
ticipate in the annual Rugby
Imports "Beast of the East" col-
legiate tournament in
Barrington, Rhode Island.
This season's appearance
will, however, be different as
Trini ty returns as the defending
Division II tournament cham-
pions. Said Merola, "Any time
you've won a major tournament
championship and return to
defend it, the challenge is al-
ways greater. Opposing teams
will raise their level of play
when playing a championship
club. It should be interesting to
see how we respond." The sea-
son concludes with another
home game on April 25 against
perennial Division 1 power Sa-
cred Heart University.
This season, the team will be
captained by Michael Ingrassia
'99 who came to Trinity with
four years of high school rugby
experience. "Our forward play
should be our strength this sea-
son," said Ingrassia. "We have a
very strong junior class of thir-
teen men since we all started
out together as freshmen. Add
the maturity of our seniors, the
enthusiasm of our sophomore
and freshman, and we have the
potential to be an excellent club
for many seasons." Other an-
chors in the forward pack this
season are Michael York, '99
Scott Murray '98, Andy Reilly
'99, Pat McGrann '98, Terry
James '98, Jay Sawyer '99, and
Mark Chaffee '99 and Jed
Donnel'99. Challenging for first
side spot in the forward pack
this season are several first year
players lead by Colin Vautour
'01, Patrick King '01, Chris
Sandifer "00, and Matt
Wikstrom'01.
The back line is led by Brit-
ish educated players Laird
Loughlin '00, at scrum half, and
Alex Kwok '00, at fly half.
Coupled with the hard running
of centers Brad Loberg '00,
Chris Newhall '99, and Chris-
tian Dick '98, there will be
plenty of try scoring opportu-
nities for speedy wings Mark
Stuckenbruck '98, and Spencer
Liebman '98, and fullback Jeff
Ross'98.
Coming up quickly on these
veteran players will be the likes
of young players Ted Govola '01,
Adam Best '00, and "B" side cap-
tain Matt Moskey '99. Other
players expected to contribute
to the success are freshmen
Ethan Carlson, Josh Coffin,
James McCloskey, and Billy
Yorns; sophomores Doug
Glancy, Darren King, and Paul
Nunez; juniors Rob McLean,
Skip Parish, Mikael Schad, Dan
Krook, and Anthony Pandolfe;
and seniors Doug McAdams
and Tom Devaney.
According to Merola the suc-
cess and, growth of the team
over the recent years can be at-
- tributed to two factors: The sup-
port of the administration
including President Dobelle
and Director of Athletics, Rick
Hazelton, and the quality of the
student-athletes at Trinity.
"We're not done yet - we still
have championship goals to
meet over the next two seasons.
We always welcome any new
players who can contribute to
our success" said Ingrassia. As
coach Merola is fond of saying,
"Rugby is a game for a man with
a stout heart. A faint heart can-
not be accommodated".
iL™
Spring Vacation Itinerary
Crew
Spring
Break
travels to
Gainsville,
GA.
No regattas
scheduled.
Women's Lacrosse
Spring Break travels to
Panama City, FL.
*Mar. 25 10:00 am
vs. MIT
*Mar 27 10:00 am
vs. Wm. Smith
Men's Lacrosse
Spring Break travels to
Lynchburg, VA.
*Mar. 21-22
Stony Brook
Tourney
*Mar. 25 3:00 pm
Lynchburg
College
Men's
Tennis
Spring
Break
travels to
Hilton
Head, SC.
Baseball
Spring Break
travels to Fort
Meyers, FL.
*Mar. 21-28
Gene Cusic
Classic (10
games)
Softball
Spring Break
travels to Fort
Pierce, FL.
*Mar. 21-28
10 games
Track & Field
Spring Break
travels to San
Diego, CA.
*Mar. 20-29
San Diego
Invitation
Tripod Trivia
This years NCAA tournament is one of the
most exciting in history. In honor of the ex-
treme dramatics and tantalizing buzzer-beat-
ers this weeks trivia theme is:
" < « • •
Famous NCAA Tournament
Shots
1. Name this intelligent Indiana Hoosier,
who hit a baseline jumper to rob Syracuse
of the National Title in 1987.
2. This scrawny Tar Heel freshman hit an
elbow extended jumper to end the
i Bisaiti©ffia! t i t l e .
iron to a certain degree of fame and
had his #23 retired at Chapel Hill.
3. This Duke Blue Demon caught a full court
pass at the free throw line and turned and
hit what is probably the most dramatic shot
in NCAA tournament history to defeat Ken-
lucky.
4. This Syracuse Orangeman hit a baseline
i jumper at the buzzer to defeat Georgia and
,, propel the 'Cuse into the finals in 1996.
I1 5. This Valpariso Crusader hit a three at
^ the buzzer to upset Mississippi last week as
i^  his father/coach watched on.
\^ ALl IMAGES FROM: WWW.ESPNET.SPORTSZONE.COM
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Up Tempo Bantams Hope To Catch Foes ReLAXing
BY SETH SCHWARTZ
Sports Writer
Like every Trinity team, the
Men's Lacrosse Team is shooting
for the post season. Before they
can get there they have to power
through their tough NESCAC
schedule which includes chief
rivals Williams and Connecti-
cut College.
Their 4 - 8 record last year
was a tough one to swallow, but
after losing only one starter,
captain Hale Everetts "97, the
Bantams have reason to be op-
timistic.
They are led by senior tri-
captain Brian Byrne and junior
tri-captains Andy Hayes and
Bob Queeney who hope to turn
their record around through an
enthusiastic up tempo style fa-
miliar to all the returning play-
ers. This is an important season
for the men's club to gain some
much deserved respect after
fighting so hard over the past
couple of years.
The team has a relatively
young look as seen by the two
junior tri-captains and includes
a number of freshmen.
Mark lassie is one such, fresh-
man who is expected to make
an immediate impact after be-
ing penciled in as a starting
attackman along with Evan
Levine '99, Bobby Souers '00.
These three will shoulder much
of the of fensive load throughout
the season.
The defense is evenly bal-
anced but is expected to be an-
chored by goalie Matt Jerry '00
and Will Stengel '99. Matt
Gould "99, Robb Kennedy '00,
and Damon Francis '00 will all
be worked in and are sure to see
plenty of playing time. Jerry
started last year as a freshman
and is expected to assume all of
the goalie responsibilities this
season.
Midfield isperhaps where the
Bantams* most experienced
Women's Lax Attax Spring
BY CRAIG MOODY
f) AND TIM LYNCH
Sports Writers
After an 11-3 record and a trip
to the NCAA Division III
Quarterfinals, the Women's La-
crosse team coached by Robin
Sheppard (24th season,' 192 -59-
5) once again looks to be among
the nation's top teams. Despite
losing two All-Americans in
Jenny Dakin and Jory
Waldman to graduation, the
Bantams return a solid core of
talented and experienced play-
ers. In a recent preseason poll
published in Lacrosse Maga-
zine, Trinity was ranked fifth
nationally.
The strength of the team once
again looks to be its offensive
firepower. Speed and quickness
will be the strong suits of the
Bantams'attack. Senior co-cap-
tain Jen Martinelli, ranked
ninth on the school's all-time
scoring list with 145 points,
heads a veteran unit consisting
of numerous scoring options.
Fellow senior Ashley Knowles
is also a threat offensively. She
and Martinelli combined for 87
points a year ago.
:, The junior class returns four
explosive scorers each of whom
scored at least 27 goals last year.
This "fearsome foursome1' was
led by top goal scorer Dorothy
Cavanagh. She chalked up 44
assume pivotal roles in shutting
down opponents' offenses.
The season begins next week
in Panama City, Florida with
two regular season games. The
"This is not just a talented team, but a
dedicated cmd focused one as well"
Jen Martinelli '98
goals while being named to the
Northeast Regional Second
Team. Also returning isSecond
Team All American Whitney
Scarlett. In addition, Nancy
Dwyer and Alix Johnston will
beexpectedtoimproveontheir
stellar sophomore campaigns.
Off the bench, Sheppard will
look to senior Caera Byrnes for
offensive spark.
Senior co-captain Amanda
Tucker will be counted on to
lead a young, but talented de-
fensive group. Sophomore
goalie Katie Derosier returns a
yearwiserafterstartingallfour-
teen games as a freshman.
She will be counted on more
heavily thisseason with the loss
of Dakiris presence defensively.
She will be surrounded by a
relatively untested group of de-
fenders whom she will have to
lead. Sophomores Kristen
Arnold, Daphne deDominicis,
and Jess Martin ate expected to
"Upperclassman will be joined
for the trip down south by a va-
riety of young faces. These in-
clude sophomores Mandy
Marsh and Heidi Polsen as well
as freshmen Barrett Baer, Kim
Franzoni, Mary Jacobs, Melissa
Marlette, Quinn Smith, and
Alex Webster. The Bantams
will face MIT and William
Smith, the team who defeated
the Bantams in last year's
NCAA tournament
Sheppard is hoping that be-
ing able to get outside earlier
this season and scrimmage the
likes of Colby, Springfield,
Wesleyan, and Williams will
have the Bantams game ready
for their trip to the Sunshine
State. Martinelli feels the ingre-
dients are there for a special sea-
son. The captain from
Longmeadow, Mass, remarked,
This is not just a talented team,
butadedicated and focused one
aswelL"
players are located. All three
captains occupy this position
and Queeney will prove to be
one of the most solid long stick
middies helping to solidify the
defensive squadron.
Starting will be tri-captain
Hayes, along with John
Harrelson '00, and Mike Engel
'00. The also have a strong sec-
ond line composed of Alex
Hazelton '99, Alex Fleming '00,
and Joe Brantuk '00 who are
sure to relieve some of the pres-
sure put on the starting line.
The team opens up their sea-
son by hitting the road and par-
ticipating in the Stonybrook
Tournament in New York
against Wesleyan University on
Saturday March 21st This two
day tourney concludes the next
day when they play either
S.U.N.Y. Oneonta or Haverford
College. Their next stop will be
for one game in Lynchburg, WA
on Wednesday the 25th.
When the Bantams return to
campus they begin the
NESCAC portion of their
schedule against Connecticut
College on April 1st These first
few games will prove to be a
good measuring stick for the
team to gauge their perfor-
mance this year. With a strong
start they will be able to carry
the momentum into the rest of
their season and emerge suc-
cessful.
Co-captain Amanda Tucker "98 slashes past her
opponent.
HIE PHOTO
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SARAH BETTENCOURTArtem Gonopolskiy'OO one of the bright new
faces on me Bantam tennis squad
Trinity Men's Tennis
1998 Spring Schedule
at Worcester Polytechnic
at Albertus Magnus
AMHERST
at Coast Guard Academy
WHEATON
TUFTS
at Springfield
at Wesleyan
CONN COLLEGE
NESCAC at Williams
WILLIAMS
3:30 PM
130 PM
4:00 PM
3:00 PM
1:00 PM
3:00 PM
330PM
L00PM
3:00 PM
TBA
*• 4:00 PM
